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• Student Government elections
Worster and Allen disqualified
Collin Worster and Annie Allen were disqualified from the
election by General Student Senate. (Kiesow photo.)
By Kim D:neen
Staff writer
I heGeneral Student Senate vot-
ed early Friday morning to uphold
the Fair Election Practices Com-
mission's decision to disqualify
Collin Worster and Annie Allen as
Student Government presidential
and vice-presidential candidate
In last Tuesday's election, Wor-
ster and Allen received the most
votes-562—but based on GSS
support of FEPC's findings, the tick-
et with the second highest number
of votes received, Bill Reed and
Rich Aldrich with 446 votes, will be
declared as the election winners by
default. Reed and Aldrich will be
inaugurated as Student Government
• Campus Living
Number of RAs
is decreasing
By Renee Dolley
Staff Writer
During this semester there has
been a decrease in the Humber of
Residential Assistants (R.A.$) in a
number of residence halls at the
University of Maine.
Among the residence halls in-
cluded are Androscoggin Hall,
Doris Twitchell Allen Village,
Gannett, Knox, Somerset and Ken-
nebec Halls.
Having fewer R.A .s has affect-
ed dorm life in a number of ways in
Doris Twitchell Allen Village
where there are now three R.A.s
instead of four.
In DTAV, rounds are only be-
ing made on the weekend instead
of during the week and there is less
staff presence as well.
In addition, the number of pro-
grams has Jecreased slightly.
According to Cynthia Rooney,
the Residential Director (RD) of
DTAV, there is less of a need for
staff presence anyway because of
the ability of the residents to orga-
nize themselves into their own
communities.
Furthermore, Rooney thinks the
three R.A.s do more work to make
up for the absence of a fourth R.A.
"I have a very good staff and
that's really essential when staff
size shrinks and I think we've been
managing very well," she said.
Having fewer R.A.s has affect-
ed her because she now has to be
on duty one night a week. She also
has more paperwork to do when
the apartments close.
Another residence hall which
has fewer R.A.s, Gannett Hall, has
not been affected to a great extent
due to the fact the number of stu-
dents living there has decreased.
The RD of Gannett, Guy Go-
mis, thinks the loss of one R.A. in
the hall has not made a tremendous
difference because the other R.A.s
have distributed the extra work-
load among themselves.
Gomis thinks because there are
not as many students living in Gan-
nett, they do not see much of a
change either.
"I don't think students see much
of an affect because they are fewer
See RAs on page 16
president and vice-president at the
next GSS meeting on Tuesday, Feb.
16.
FEPC decided to disqualify the
Worster/Allen ticket based on cam-
paign complaints filed by student
senator Neal Snowe and student Ed
Szalajeski. Six complaints in all were
filed; four by Snowe, one by Sza-
lajeski and the last one by senator
Karl Bean.
Szalajeski and Snowe's com-
plaints claimed that Worster under-
estimated the cost of producing his
campaign video. Worster made the
video himself, along with video club
member Kyle Rankin, by using vid-
eo equipment owned by the Jour-
nalism and Mass Communication
department.
FEPC voted unanimously to dis-
qualify the ticket since they claimed
that not all candidates could have
used the video equipment for free.
FEPC members Jill Harmon and
DianelDostie testified that they went
to the JMC department and asked if
they could use the equipment and
were refused access.
FEPC assessed $60 in campaign
costs to the Worster/Allen ticket for
the use of video editing equipment
which they said should be consid-
ered as an in-kind contribution. This
amount brought them well over the
$400 campaign spending limit.
Professor Steve Craig from the
JMC department later testified at
the GSS emergency meeting
Thursday night and elaborated on
Harmon and Dostie's claim. He
said he let Worster use the equip-
ment because Worster had taken
his video production class. And he
also said any former students or
any video club members who took
the class are allowed to use the
equipment for campus-related
projects.
Rankin said video club mem-
bers with access to the equipment
are willing to do work for other
students at no charge. "We would
have done work for free because we
need the experience - that's what
we're here for," he said.
FEPC member Chris DeBeck
said that Craig's testimony didn't
sway his opinion on the decision,
;taring that since not everybody
knew about the video equipment
Worster had an unfair advantage.
"Our position is that we feel
that with Professor Craig's testi-
mony we proved FEPC's com-
plaint was invalid," Worster said
"We feel we should be requalified
and inaugurated as president and
vice-president. We would hope
that the senate would realize this
in light of the information. We
still hope that the senate realizes
that this is wrong and that they've
acted incorrectly."
Worster said he feels a new elec-
tion would be inappropriate and
unjust. "Another election would be
improper because 'e disproved
FEPC's findings. A new election
would be just as unjust as allowing
Reed and Aldrich to take office. It is
just as unfair as being disqualified,"
Worster said.
According to Aldrich, he and
Reed will accept the positions of
president and vice-president. "FEPC
had to do their job and the senate
had to do their job," Aldrich said.
"We don't want to show any bias
and we do feel there were problems
with their ticket. The guidelines are
there to insure a fair election."
Reed said while he wasn't com-
fortable with the way he's coming
into office, he will assume the re-
sponsibility. "This is not the way I
want to come into office. If I'm
inaugurated, there will be huge
questions about the legitimacy of
Student Government," Reed said.
"Not only will we have problems
to deal with for students, but we
also have with problems with stu-
dents.
"It bothers me that something
I've worked for so hard that could
be so positive for students is being
potentially destroyed."
Aldrich said that he doesn't sup-
port holding a new election because
there would be no way to insure a
fair election, without any advantag-
es for candidates who ran in the first
election.
Student Government President
Brent Littlefield said he felt a new
election should be held. "I would
feel more comfortable by holding a
new election and letting students
know the facts. I think it would give
the election more legitimacy and
would be better for Student Gov-
ernment."
Worster hopes that students re-
alize the implications of GSS' deci-
sion. "We hope that students realize
that the senate acted incorrectly and
are outraged that their votes are
being overturned by a few. I really
hope that students will pressure their
senators into holding a new meet-
ing and reinstating our ticket."
GSS roll
call vote
Roll Call vote of General
Student Senate on the following
resolution sponsored by Alvin
Winslow at the emergency meet-
ing on Thursday, Feb. 11: "An
act to disqualify the Worster/
Allen ticket. Be it enacted by the
GSS as follows that the Worster/
Allen be disqualified.
Statement of fact: The en-
tire campaign of W orster/Allen
is filled with inconsistent infor-
mation. There was campaign
material released before legal
date by a gimmick club. There
was not equality of opportunity
in the access to video equip-
ment. This is in support of
FEPC's findings."
ON-CAMPUS SENATORS
Mark Steele
Kathryn Dingley
Loughlin Black
Stacey Stump
Neal Snow
Kim Roberts
Josh Dow
Charles Allen
Ryan Robbins
Bill Bates
Wendi Nault
Christopher Nelson
OFF-CAMPUS SENATORS
Phillip Attean
Brian Bartony
Karl Bean
Sean Cameron
Don Clark
Daniel Collins
Brian Conoghan
Christopher DeBeck A
Kristoffer Fleming
James Gray
Gerald Harrington
Dan-en Heald
Robert Hume
Jeffrey Labbe
Jennifer Perkins
Pamela Powell
Bill Reed A
John Schnauck
David Velgouse
Alvin Winslow
Collin Worster
(N - No, Y - Yes. A - Abstain)
On Representativeness...
Student Body
(12, 313)
Students who
voted in
election (1,117)
Students who voted to change
election results (12)
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• United Nations may take command in Somalia soond 1I1 0r I Briefs • Foreign businessmen move to Iraq in search of fortunes
• Sunken Soviet nuclear subs have Germany worried
• Somalia
Americans could be home by April
1 MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) — U.S. command of international forces inSomalia could pass to the United Nations within weeks, a U.N. spokesman saidSaturday, and most American forces could be home by late April.
The news came as military officials expressed increasing confidence that OperationRestore Hope, now in its third month, could be handed over to U.N. command. The U.S.-led military coalition has quelled most of the clan violence that had made it nearlyimpossible for relief workers to feed millions of starving Somalis.
The international force continues to face gunfire and seize weapons, however. Shoot-
outs left two Somalis wounded on Friday, and Italian troops sweeping through a Mogadishu
neighborhood on Saturday uncovered arms including more than 100 grenades, 12,000detonators and four missiles.
Farouk Mawlawi, the spokesman for U.N. operations in Somalia, said U.S. forces couldhand over the international operation to a U.N. commander in a matter of weeks.
He said U.N. peacekeepers would need authorization from the Security Council to useforce to maintain order in Somalia, a policy that would be unprecedented for a U.N.peacekeeping !bro.:.
We couldn't have the traditional peacekeeping operation," Mawlawi said, adding thathe expected Security Council approval when it takes up the issue next week.
A U.S. military spokesman said most of the 19,000 American troops and support
personnel could head home before May.
"Looking at our timeline, that's perhaps technically feasible by mid- to late April," said
Marine Col. Fred Peck. "That's presupposing everything happens in quick succession,"
starting with the Security Council action, he added.
• Nuclear contamination
Germans worried about
sunken nuclear subs
3 HAM BURG, Germany ( AP) — The Soviet Unionsank two nuclear-powered ships in the Baltic Sea,
and the German government is worried about possi-
ble radioactive contamination, a news magazine reported on
Saturday.
It was unclear whether radioactivity was leaking from
the vessels, Der Spiegel said in a summary of a report in its
next issue, to be released Monday. It said the sunken vessels
were one civilian ship and one military ship.
The report did not say when the vessels were sunk.
The magazine gave no sources for its report, which it
said was from early, scanty information made available to
the German government.
The Soviets also disposed of contaminated reactor parts
and nuclear waste in the Baltic, against all safety rules for
dealing with radioactivity, Der Spiegel said.
The magazine said the German government feared that
radioactive contamination could enter the food chain through
fish in the Baltic.
• Nature
Volcano in Philippines
forces evacuations
4 LEGAZPI, Philippines (AP) — A killer volcanorumbled and belched ash Saturday, and officials or-
dered 6,000 more people out of villages near its slopes.
About 2,800 miles to the southeast, a volcano erupted in
the Solomon Islands, forcing the evacuation of more than
300 people. Both volcanos are in the Pacific's Ring of Fire,
a volatile area of volcanic eruptions and earthquakes trig-
gered by colliding plates of the Earth's crust.
The evacuees in the Philippines will join about 57,000
people already living in 52 emergency shelters in the Legaz-
pi area, just south of the volcano. The evacuations began
after the volcano, Mayon, erupted Feb. 2, killing 68 people.
No casualties have been reported since Mayon resumed
its eruptions Friday after a 10-day lull.
Volcanologist Ronaldo Arboleda said Saturday's activ-
ity was less intense than Friday's but that it was too early to
say whether the volcano was quieting down.
"It may be storing up energy fora bigger eruption," 'he said.
Most of the evacuees are poor farmers whose lives are
periodically threatened by Mayon, which has erupted 45
times in recorded history.
• Iraq
Foreign businessmen take stake in Iraq
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Foreign businessmen are discreetly slipping, into the2 Iraqi capital to stake out a share in what they believe will be a commercial cornucopia
when U.N. sanctions are eventually lifted.
Diplomats say foreign oil companies are actively pursuing possible concessions and
production-sharing contracts to develop Iraq's vast oil potential when the trade embargo ends.
Krzystof Trepczynsky, Poland's deputy commercial attache, has been watching the
Iraqi economy for several years and sees foreign companies eager to do business.
"Without Iraq, there's a big gap, a black hole in the market and many companies are
interested in filling it," he said in a recent interview.
Declining to name the countries that are represented, he said U.S., British and Japanese
companies are conspicuous by their absence in Baghdad.
Iraq sits atop some 100 billion barrels of oil, the second biggest deposits after Saudi Arabia.
Its 18 million people represent a sizable consumer market and despite Iraq's home-grown post-
war reconstmction, there will be big contracts opening up when Iraq shads its outlaw status.
Only future contracts for food, baby formula, medicine and humanitarian supplies have
been signed, against frozen Iraqi assets, because the trade embargo prohibits financial
transactions for nonessential goods.
Some non-binding letters of intent for other future deals also have been exchanged,
diplomats said.
Iraqi officials trumpet the possibilities.
The Iraqis also are eager to fracture the 33-nation coalition that President Bush stitched
together during the 1990 Kuwait crisis by encouraging companies to pressure their
governments to ease the sanctions.
• Kenya
Relief plane robbed by
armed rebels in Kenya
5
 
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — Two hundred armed
rebels mobbed a relief plane in southern Sudan and
robbed three U.N. workers and two aircraft crew
members, the United Nations said Saturday.
Brenda Barton, a U.N. spokeswoman in Nairobi, said no
one was injured in the attack Friday.
Barton said the flight to Parayang was authorized by the
Sudan Relief and Rehabilitation Association, the humani-
tarian wing of the Sudan People's Liberation Army faction
loyal to Col. John Garang.
"Apparently the town changed hands without SRRA
knowing," Barton said.
Rebels had mounted antiaircraft guns around the runway
before the Cessna 208 landed from the northwestern Kenya
border town of Lokochogio, she said.
On Saturday, Garang' s group on Saturday blamed the Nair
faction of Riek Machal, but the group denied responsibility.
est
• Middle East
Palestinians unhappy
with UN, Israeli offers
6 UNITED NATIONS ( AP) — The Security Coun-.al moved to clear the way for continued Middle East
peace talks when it accepted Israel's offer to repatri-
ate 101 of more than 400 exiled Palestinians.
But Palestinians dismissed Friday's development as
"meaningless" and illegitimate. Saturday the exiles held a
mock funeral for the Security Council.
Diplomats had said the United States wanted the Secu-
rity Council to demonstrate to Arab countries that it had not
dropped the issue of the deportations, which has stalled the
U.S.-sponsored Mideast peace talks.
But the move may backfire if it is seen as nothing more
than an attempt to avoid sanctioning Israel.
Arab nations have said they would not return to the
bargaining table until all the men were repatriated, as the
Security Council first demanded in a resolution passed on
Dec. 18, a day after the mass expulsion.
TA
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• Visit
African-American high school students tour UMaine
By Alex Kull
Staff Writer
Over 50 black high school seniors from
inner city areas of New Jersey, New York
and Boston took time off from school to
enjoy a taste of life at the University of
Maine this weekend.
In a tour co-sponsored by UMaine's
Admissions Office and Afro-American Stu-
dent Association, the students and their high
school guidance counselors were invited to
make the long journey to Orono and see
what UMaine has to offer them.
The students were selected from among
the top students in their class, with a requi-
site grade point average of at least 2.5 and
combined SAT scores in the 800 to 900
range.
During their stay on campus from Thurs-
day evening to Sunday morning, the stu-
dents sat in on classes, attended lectures,
visited the athletic facilities, sampled the
food in the dining commons and intermin-
gled with university students.
In spite of the icy weather and freezing
winds, the students speak of their experienc-
es as overwhelmingly warm and positive.
Mustafa Hooten from East Orange High
School in East Orange, New Jersey, said
"The athletic facilities kick ass. Everyone is
so friendly. I want to come here!"
Hazel Clark, a guidance counselor at
Plainfield High School in Plainfield, New
Jersey, said "We were treated royally. I hope
our students will take back the warmth and
the hospitality of the people they encoun-
tered while they were here.
Hector Agalarza, also a counselor from
Plainfield, stated proudly that almost all of
his students had submitted applications to
UMaine.
The tour was also a first exposure to
college for many of the students.
Tom Peterson, a student at Abington
High School in Brooklyn, New York, said,
"I always thought of college as like you see
on The Cosby Show, all smooth and glamor-
ous and easygoing, but it's not. You've got
to put your hard work into it."
Peterson said he was "shocked" to see a
student studying for an exam on Saturday
night.
"I figured that at every college, every
weekend they just party every night," he
said.
According to Assistant Director of Ad-
missions James Varner, the tour was largely
• Memorial
ALDS center named for Ashe
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A $1.25 mil-
lion pediatric AIDS research endowment
named for tennis legend Antler Ashe will be
established at St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital, officials said Saturday.
The hospital was founded by entertainer
Danny Thomas and opened in 1962 to treat
catastrophic childreh's diseases. The an-
nouncement came during the Kroger-St. Jude
International tennis tournament.
Ashe, the only black tennis player to win
Wimbledon and U.S. Open championships,
died Feb.% of AIDS-related pneumonia. He
had worked for increased AIDS awareness
and helped raise funds for AIDS research
programs.
"One call to Arthur and he was quickly
on board," said J. Wayne Richmond, exec-
utive vice president of the IBM-ATP Tour.
"He worked up to 48 hours before his death
to make this happen.- IBM-ATP was previ-
ously called the Association of Tennis Pro-
fessionals.
The Racquet Club of Memphis, site of
the tournament, Kroger and the IBM-ATP
Tour Charities committed to raising money
for the $1.25 million endowment, said club
owner Mac Winker.
Days before his death Ashe recorded a
videotape about the effort.
St. Jude is part of the AIDS Clinical
Trails Group, a network of 24 pediatric and
28 adult AIDS research units across the
country.
• Accident
Plane leaves Portland runway
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A Boeing
737 passenger jet left the runway after land-
ing at the Portland International Jetport in
light rain and fog Saturday, authorities said.
No injuries were reported.
The plane had arrived from Newark.
N.J., on Continental Airlines flight 5696,
said Federal Aviation Administration
spokesman Michael Ciccarelli.
Ciccarelli said it was unclear what exact-
ly happened, as the plane left the runway at
3:15 p.m. and came to rest in snow about 10
to 15 feet from the runway's end. There was
no apparent damage to the aircraft, said
Ciccarelli.
Airport officials said the runway was
bare and wet at the time of the accident. The
National Weather Service reported that the
temperature was around freezing, with a
light drizzle falling and a 1-mile visibility at
the time of the accident.
"It appears preliminarily to be a cause of
a slippery runway due to the weather condi-
tions," said David Messing, a spokesman
for Continental Airlines in Houston, Texas.
Several passengers told WCSH-TV that
the flight had been delayed because of the
weather and one man said that passengers
were relieved just to be on the ground.
Passengers said the plane landed smoothly
and then skidded as the pilot attempted to
brake.
"The force of the brakes going on was so
powerful, that it forced me into the wall,"
said a woman who was seated in the first
class section in the front of the plane.
The plane's 94 passengers were taken
off the aircraft and bussed to the terminal,
Messing said. The plane was carrying a
crew of two pilots and three flight atten-
dants, he said, none of whom were injured.
No evacuation prccedures were used,
said Dan Allen, general manager for Conti-
nental in Portland. The passengers exited
through a stairway in the rear of the aircraft,
he said.
The airport was closed for 30 minutes
after the incident, jetport officials said.
funded by money allocated to his office
specifically for bringing minority students
to campus and increasing diversity at
UMaine.
Varner said that UMaine is trying to
increase its efforts to reach out to minority
students and provide them with opportuni-
ties that wot Id otherwise not be available.
"At the present time, the University of
Maine is not very competitive when it comes
to minority students and what you can do for
them," he said.
Varner asserted that the tour could not
have been so successful without the gener-
ous help of the university community.
"Students who wanted to help just came
out of the woodwork. They helped by taking
the kids to classes on Friday morning, by
taking them for a tour of the campus Friday
afternoon, taking them to their rooms, and
just being friendly."
Varner said that he is particularly grate-
ful to the Interfraternity Council, the Pan
Hellenic Council, the,Newman Center and
the Campus Crusade for Christ, who provid-
ed many of the students' meals.
Although the tour was quite successful,
many of the guidance counselors expressed
concern that the students may find it diffi-
cult to adjust to an environment so different
from the inner city.
Louise Brewington, a guidance counsel-
or from East Orange High School, said "In
East Orange we are 99 percent black popu-
lation. So coming here would be a total
change for them - living in a residence hall
that is predominantly white would be a new
experience.
"I would not want them to have a 're-
volving door' - to come here and not be
graduated in four years because they couldn't
handle the situation here," she said.
However, she said that after having stayed
at UMaine for a few days, many of the
students' apprehensions about coming here
had been quelled.
"What Mr. Varner has done is really a
public service to the University. You have
all these kids who will go back and say,
'Maine is OK. What we saw, we felt good
about, we were welcomed," she said.
Varner said "I want them to take away
that picture of Maine as being a beautiful
educational environment in every way - its
citizens, its facilities, and that they have
visited a campus that welcomes them with
open arms and a campus where they can be
successful."
Tonight I just dnn't feel like
being a philosopher.
There Are Big Bucks For College
In The Montgomery GI Bill.
Paying for college has never been easy.
But you can make it a lot easier. Join the Army National Guard and
see a world of benefits. Lake up to $6,840 in education assistance Phis an
additional $2,000 enlistment bonus. Phis a minimum salary of $15,000 over
the curse of a six-year enlistment.
All for about two days a month — and two weeks a year.
You'll discover many other benefits too. New dimensions of
experience awl training. PX and commissary privileges Retirement
benefits and low-cost life insurance. Even opportunities to travel on
military flights when space permits.
And most important youll be there when people in your community
need your help most.
That gives you a good feeling. Along with four years of college
assistance.
For one weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Get started today. Call
942-7667
1-800-462-3101
means leir 3est
The Arm) Nabonal 6uarci Ls an Equa, Opporturut% Employe'
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• Food
Soup Kitchen offers dining alternatives
Wendy Emerson and Tom Smith, managers of the Soup Kitchen, located in the
Damn Yankee. (Stevens photo.)
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
Take your taste buds on vacation., take
them to the soup kitchen for dinner. Diners
get a great, all they can eat meal for only $4.
The Soup Kitchen, tocated in the Memo-
rial Union's Damn Yankee, specializes in
vegetarian cuisine.
"There's more care in the food," Food
Manager Tom Smith said. "It's a wholly
different kind of service, with a different
vegetarian meal every night.
"The Soup Kitchen has a different atmo-
sphere than any other dining facility on
campus. There is a feeling of open accep-
tance, and friendliness. There is a folksy
atmosphere," he said. "The main reason for
this is the large number of regular custom-
ers, most of whom are the more politically
oriented students."
Senior John Hillhouse has been eating at
the soup kitchen for two years. "It's a good
atmosphere, and a bargain at $4."
"It's the best food on campus, even
though it's vegetarian," said Soup Kitchen
regular Seth Clayter. "It's the healthiest
choice."
The people who work at the kitchen are
students who love what they are doing.
Smith hires people he knows will care about
the food and the people they are serving.
"It's the best job I've ever had. I love it.
Customers are really friendly, hungry and
ready to eat," said Student Manager Wendy
Emerson. "It's not like, 'Oh, I'm going to
work,' it's more like seeing friends."
The kitchen isn't exactly new. It had its
Sigma Nu presents:
Elderberry
11111 LIVE
Thursday, February 18th 8:30-12pm
Sigma Nu House
Sigma Nu is located behind Dunn Hail.
$$cash bar w/ I.D. Tickets are $4
For more information call 581-4167.
beginnings 15 years ago in the Ram's Horn
and then moved to the private dining room at
Wells Commons. The latest move was from
Fernald Hall where it existed for just under
five years.
The problem was consistently the lack of
adequate seating for the numbers of people
who ate at the Soup Kitchen.
He decided the new location should be
decided upon by a joint decision between
the soft and the people who eat there. They
all agreed on the Damn Yankee.
This fall the clientele has been very di-
verse. Approximately 20 to 25 percent of the
people are faculty, 50 percent are graduate,
non-traditional and off-campus students, and
the rest are students who live on campus.
At any given table the conversation might
be over business, politics, or the latest campus
program. The di vet say and the wide range of
people is reflected in the commentaries.
The food is prepared in the Union's
kitchen by student employees two to three
hours before the soup kitchen opens.
"It would be impossible to do this with-
out dedicated employees," Smith said. The
Soup Kitchen presently has a total of nine
employees, including one student manager.
Smith uses raw materials and buys them
in bulk to save money. Fifty pound bags of
flour are not an uncommon sight.
The food varies from night tonight. Each
meal runs only three times the whole semes-
ter. The cuisine ranges from Asian, to Indi-
an, Central American and Italian foods.
Smith's cooking experience has been in
Indian food, and he's constantly creating
new recipes. The house favorites according
to Emerson are lasagna, and fettucini in
white sauce.
Smith makes out the menus one month in
advance. He usually does this while work-
ing the cash register.
"I usually say, 'I'm writing the menu,
what do you want?" Smith said. "I take a lot
of care to balance the menu nutritionally."
Smith tries to make more than half of the
food without dairy. but enough to get the
needed protein. There are raw grains and
bulk vegetables as well.
"It's the work that makes it what it is,"
Smith said.
There is always the main dish, but in
addition you may partake of last night's
leftovers (if there are any), and salad, yo-
gurt, fruit, bread, coffee, tea and juice.
Some people come to the Soup Kitchen
and have two or three plates of food because
they haven't eaten all day, Smith said.
Since they have moved to the Damn
Yankee, they have been more involved with
the faculty and the programing in the Union.
There is easier access because of the central
location.
One drawback is that when they got larger
they ran the risk of being less homey, and
more like a cafeteria. And, with the increase
in space there has also been an increase in
numbers. In the first 15 minutes of dinner,
they serve 60 to 70 people, some who come
early because of a tight class schedule. There
is a steady line after that. In the last 15
minutes, they serve 40 to 50 people who are
just getting out of late classes.
"I had no idea it would take off like this,"
Smith said.
"The atmosphere is very informal," he
said. Periodically the soup kitchen has am-
ateur entertainment for jazz, classical and
folk music. They play background for the
diners, and get experience at the same time.
Last fall a mother and daughter team played
a duet with a bassoon and a flute. The Soup
Kitchen doesn't pay the performers, but
they are offered a free meal.
It's hard to prepare enough food, or to
know how much food to make, Smith said.
"We try to cook for 125 people, leftovers
are fine," he said. Twice in one week during
the fall semester they ran out of food, but
that was a rare occurrence.
The soup kitchen is open from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday. and
MaineCards are accepted. They also hate
specials which run with programs provided in
the Union. For example, in the fall if students
bought tickets to Thursday night's movie se-
ries, they could get dinner for 50 cents.
Just remember, homemade food is not
that far away.
Protect Yourself.
Now Available —PAAL— a brand new
personal attack alarm produced by
Quorum International. PAAL is a
compact electronic device which
when easily activated omits an ear
piercing 107db alarm that shocks
the attacker. Their worst enemy at
this moment is noise and they will
recognize that they are no longer in control.
Get a PAAL, be safe! Satisfaction guaranteed.
Tplease use this form to order.
1 would hire 
 PAAUs) es_ $29.
I'oIdhI,r_ Sporn PAAL(s) (welcher proofed) ea. S32. i
Far oak, taN and power add $170.
Name
Address 
—1 Mail to:
Paul Dillaway
P.O. Box 715
Waldoboro, ME 04572
If you hare any questions or wish a &echoer
phase phone 207-832-7575.
Nome Quorum will donate Si from the sole
of each Sports PAAL to the Torch Run for
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• Crime
Are mandatory guns
a remedy for crime.
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — State Rep. Liz
Van Leeuwen says one way to fight crime
in Oregon is to make everyone armed and
dangerous.
The veteran legislator is sponsoring a
bill requiring each home to have at least
one firearm and ammunition on hand. No
one would be penalized for failing to have
a gun, but Van Leeuwen said outlaws
would get the message anyway.
"Criminals have learned now that
crime does pay. They're long gone when
the police get there," she says. "They're
not as likely to do it if there's a threat of
deadly force."
Van Leeuwen, 67, introduced the bill
Jan. 29 at the urging of a gun dealer.
Patterned after a city ordinance passed 12
years ago in Kennesaw, Ga., it requires
gun safety training and exempts those
who oppose gun possession.
As word of the state bill spread, talk
shows from around the country came call-
ing. Van Leeuwen, a Republican who has
served in the Legislature since 1981, said
she's astonished at the controversy it has
generated.
The national media "seem surprised
that regular folks can come up with new
ideas,' she said in her weekly newsletter.
She concedes it isn't likely to pass, but
thinks it is worth public debate.
Although Van Leeuwen admits there's
a "remote chance" that increasing the
number of guns in homes could lead to
more domestic violence, Jim Rieke, the
gun store owner who requested it, insists
that it would not.
Those making that claim "are people
who don't know which end of a gun to
hold onto," he said.
The city gun ordinance passed in Ken-
nesaw, Ga., in 1981. Burglaries initially
dropped by 65 percent, to 19 in 1982, but
then began climbing and totaled 74 in 1990.
Van Leeuwen doesn't carry a gun but
keeps some at home on the family grass
seed farm near Halsey, an agricultural
town about WO miles south of Portland,
where armed neighbors have scared off
would-be thieves.
"They just fire shots into the air," she
said. "It pretty well keeps them from
coming back."
Gun organizations aren't necessarily
enthused about the bill. John Nichols.
director of the Oregon State Shooting
Association, said his group would oppose
the measure.
"We don't want the government re-
quiring anyone to have a gun any more
than we support the idea that the govern-
ment can take guns away from people,"
he said
• Assault
Patient arrested after
threatening hospital staff
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — A Massachu-
setts man who stabbed himself and then
attacked police at Eastern Maine Medical
Center was hospitalized under police guard
Friday night.
Derek W. Levesque, 20, of Fairhaven,
Mass., was in stable condition under around-
the-clock guard until he recuperates enough
to be transported to Penobscot County Jail.
Levesque faces charges of criminal
threatening with a weapon and criminal
mischief, police said.
Police say Levesque entered the hospital's
emergency room around 1 a.m., reportedly
looking for someone to treat his depression.
He became violent an hour after arriving, said
hospital spokesman Dennis Haggerty.
Bangor police Sgt. Jim Owens said
Levesque took out a knife, placed it to his
throat and threatened to kill himself or any-
one who interfered with him. Mace was
used to subdue Levesque, Owens said.
Owens said that Levesque had told hos-
pital staff members that he had drunk 14
beers and had used cocaine before entering
the hospital.
• Speech
Prince Charles speaks at
William and Mary College
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (AP) — Brit- ketball games are played, were packed for
ain's Prince Charles paid tribute Saturday to the prince's visit.
the College of William & Mary on its 300th The visit was the only public appearance
birthday and "the deep roots which link the scheduled during Charles' three-day U.S.
history and the culture of our two nations." trip. He arrived Friday in Washington and
Charles was the keynote speaker for the was to stop in Houston on Sunday en route
college's Charter Day celebrations. King W i I - to Mexico.
ham III and Queen Mary II granted a royal The trip was Charles' first outside Eu-
charter founding the school on Feb. 8, 1693. rope since the announcement of his separa-
"The first Virginians who sought crown tion from Princess Diana.
support for a college in their colony ... saw Charles received a warm welcome
very clearly the power and the value of "Anyone would think it's the end of term
education," the prince said. the way you're behaving today," he said.
All 10,500 seats in William & Mary In his speech, Charles urged the academic
Hall, a gymnasium where the school's bas- crowd to seek the true meaning of learning
• Safer sex
Love Carefully Day
 teaches
campus about SIDs and condoms
By Karla Stansbury
Staff Writer
Love Carefully Day was the focus in the
Memorial Union Friday afternoon, evident by
the tables of information about Sexually Trans-
mitted Diseases (STE)s), and condoms.
Free condoms were given out, as well as
pamphlets with information about safer sex
and STDs.
Love Carefully Day is a part of National
Condom Week that has become a tradition at the
University of Mai r.e since 1988. It normally falls
on Valentine's Day. Because it could not be held
on Valentine's Day this year, UMaine celebrat-
ed National Condom Week early so Love Care-
fully Day could come before Valentine's Day.
The Not Ready For Bedtime Player's also
gave a performance for Love Carefully Day.
Safer sex packages, information and some
sale items will be available until Tuesday.
There were quite a few tables set up. All of
them were giving out information pamphlets
and free condoms.
One was by the Bangor STD clinic, which
offers walk-in for diagnosis and treatment of
STDs, education for public or private groups
and consultations by appointment. They were
selling Love Carefully Bears which held a
condom and a slogan of "Show that you care,
never go bear."
Wendy Flannery, one of the people at this
table said,"We hope the message gets out."
The Peer Education Program and the Sexual
Health and Reproductive Education
(S.H.A.R.E.) was selling condom keychains
and cases.
Pequis Family Planning was selling T.-
shirts, condom jewelry, condom compacts
and some books. One book, Our Bodies Our-
selves was being sold for $8, the list pike is
$20. This ce nter offers counseling, education-
al and medical services.
The Eastern Maine Aids Network (EMAN)
had a table showing the video Time Out, with
Magic Johnson and Arsenio Hall.
"We're really happy to be hear because
college students are a population that is at risk of
HIV and AIDS, it is important to get the infor-
mation out," Laura Neal, commu n ications coor-
clinator for EMAN said.
The Mable Widesworth Women's Health
Center was selling mugs, T-shirts and sweatshirts.
Bananas, UMaine's mascot was also there
handing out condoms.
According to Sally McKinnon, Nurse and
Axis Specialist at Cutler Health, the booths gave
out a lot of condoms, and the people giving the
information out were really interested in helping
others increase their knowledge.
McKinnon also said if people are going to
be sexually active, they need to he well edu-
cated, and people who are not, need to be
supported as well.
Sheri Cousins, Program Coordinator at Cut-
ler Health said there was a good steady flow of
people asking questions.
"People should become as informed as
possible and not be shy about protection,"
Cousins said.
Home of the "Steal Deals"!
Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi,
Mt Dew
12 Packs
83.59 tax 8. deposit
Busch Light
12 Packs
$5.59 ..„ deposit
Oakhurst
Orange Juice
1/2 Gallon
$1.59
16 oz.
Coffee, Tea, or
Hot Chocolate
Hurry offer expires 3/3/93 U
Specials good from 2/1/93-2/28/93
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• Lecture
Astrophysics researcher discusses movement of galaxies
By Randy Robinson
Staff Writer
In a lecture Thursday night at Neville
Hall, astronomer Dr. Daniel Puche showed
off his knowledge. displayed his sense of
humor and even admitted his ignorance.
Puche, a 29-year-old French-Canadian
ho looks more like a teacher'. assistant
"Do they speak French there?"
In the lecture Puche said Earth is locat-
ed between the middle and the edge of the
Milky Way galaxy, which is why the stars
of the Milky Way dominate our night vi-
sion.
He said the Milky Way has 100 billion
stars as large and bright as our sun, and
added there are perhaps 100 billion galax-
Puche described galaxies as the
"building blocks of the
universe."
than a researcher at the Harvard Smithso-
nian Center for Astrophysics, spoke about
the formation and structure of stars and
galaxies.
Puche was introduced to an audience of
approximately 50 people by David Batus-
ki, University of Maine assistant professor
of physics, who thanked Puche for "driving
all the way up here to visit us."
Puche started the lecture by saying he
had originally signed up to be a Shapley
Lecturer (the program which co-sponsored
his lecture) because, "I expected to get a
free tnp back home" to Canada. Upon hear-
ing he would be sent to Orono, he asked,
ies in the universe.
Puche described galaxies as the "build-
ing blocks of the universe."
He said astronomers currently believe
the galaxies were all formed at once by a
huge explosion 15 to 20 billion years ago
(the big-hang theory).
The galaxies began moving away from
each other at that time. Puche said. "Be-
yond that, we really don't kn Jw how the
universe formed."
Puche said the speed at which the galax-
ies moved away from each other slowed
down eventually; galaxies sometimes are
drawn together by gravity to form clusters.
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Three to 10 galaxies are usually in these
clusters, although they sometimes contain
hundreds of galaxies.
Puche said dwarf galaxies, which art
one-tenth to one-one hundredth of the size
of galaxies like the Milky Way, make up 90
percent of all galaxies.
He said 90 percent of the material in-
side galaxies is dark matter which we
cannot see. It is not known what this dark
matter is; Puche said, "I like to call it
Chevies."
Puche then talked about the two types
of galaxies: spiral galaxies, like our own,
and the more common elliptical galaxies.
Elliptical galaxies, which are composed
mainly of stars and have little if any gas, are
believed to form by the collision of two
spiral galaxies. Elliptical galaxies are al-
ways found in the centers of very dense
clusters.
Puche said energy waves force gas
clouds to collide, which makes stars form
and eventually spiral galaxies are formed
this way. It is not known how stars are
formed in elliptical galaxies.
Puche said astronomers, "don't know
the entire picture- of the universe. He urged
people to study the stars, even though "the
pay is not good and the hours are awful."
Daniel Puche. (Lowell photo.)
• Wedding
Ted Kennedy Jr. to wed
BOSTON (AP) — Edward M. Kennedy
Jr.. the son of the Massachusetts senator,
will marry a psychiatrist who teaches at
Yale University, the senator's office an-
nounced Saturday.
Kennedy, 31, will marry Dr. Katherine
Anne Gershman. said Melody Miller, a
spokeswoman for Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy .
They met three years ago at a chamber
music recital at Yale. They were not willing
to speak with reporters, Miller said.
The wedding will be in the fall, although
no date or location has been set, she said.
Gershman, 33, is an instructor at Yale's
School of Medicine and at the university's
Department of Psychiatry. She also is an
attending physician at the Connecticut Men-
tal Health Center.
Kennedy directs a lead-removal program
at the Yale medical school's pediatrics de-
partment.
He is the second of three children of Sen.
Kennedy and Joan Kennedy, who divorced
in 1982. In July, the senator married Wash-
ington lawyer Victoria Anne Reggie.
English Department Spring 1993 Contests
Grenfell Poetry Prize
Robert C. Hamlet Playwriting Contest
Albert Morton Turner Essay Writing Contest
DEADLINE FOR ALL CONTESTS
3:30pm, 304 Neville, April 1 1993
Information flyers may be picked up in 304 Neville.
**Winter Tune-up Special**
$19.99
+ Only at Rose Bike
*Only with this Coupon
This Tune-up includes Adjusted derailleurs,
brakes and bearings; True wheels; and a
cleaning of the drive train and frame.
Coupon Expres 2, ' 28: 93
Rose Bike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
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• Crime
Three arrests made in
fatal college shooting
DA YTON A BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Four
people were arrested Saturday in connec-
tion with the fatal shooting of three men at
Bethune-Cookman College, police said.
Two of the four are believed to have
opened fire on the victims with handguns
while they sat in a car on campus. The
suspects were involved in a quarrel before
the Friday night shootings, but it was un-
known if the victims were also involved,
police said.
Authorities added that the gunmen may
have mistaken the victims for the men they
had quarrelled with.
A recording by the police department's
public relations office offered few other
details.
The four were charged with three counts
each of murder and one count each of at-
tempted murder. They were to be arraigned
Sunday.
Arrested were Patrick L. Ashley, 23, and
• Weather
his brother James B. Ashley, 20, Jesse A.
Adams, 22, and Shahron J. Green, 20. Police
say James Ashley and Green were the ones
who fired the shots.
Dead at the scene were Kenneth White,
18, a freshman, and David Thomas, 22, a
former student. Henry Eaddy Williams, 18,
also a freshman, died early Saturday of head
wounds. Bernard Smith Jr., 24, was listed in
stable condition Saturday with a bullet wound
to the thigh.
The tightly knit college of about 2,300
students has been plagued by violence and
random tragedy within the last year. With
the latest deaths, nine students or alumni
have been killed since June in shootings and
auto accidents.
Until Friday, the appearance of the pre-
dominantly black college's gospel choir at
President Clinton's inauguration had al-
most wiped out the memories of the earlier
deaths.
Storm ushers in weekend
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Wind-
blown snow blasted across the state on
Friday as a major winter storm ushered in
the Presidents Day weekend and sent doz-
ens of cars spinning off roadways.
Forecasters said total accumulations
could run as high as 12 to 18 inches in
northern Maine and the western mountains
before the snow tapers off Saturday.
"This is going to bring quite a bit of
snow to the ski areas just in time for their
vacation week. This is going to save them,"
said John Cannon of the National Weather
Service.
The snow made for slippery driving,
especially in southern and central Maine
where the storm hit first. The speed limit on
the Maine Turnpike was reduced to 45
mph.
The Maine State Police barracks in Gray
reported that 50 cars had wrecked or slid
off roads, and State Police in Augusta re-
ported another 25 to 30 accidents.
"That's much lower than usual," said
dispatcher Jay Poor at the Augusta bar-
racks.
Snow was falling at the rate of 1 inch per
hour in some areas, and there 6 inches of
snow had accumulated late Friday at Port-
land International Jetport.
Gusty winds added to travel woes by
reducing visibility, although there were no
reports of serious accidents.
"The wind has been giving road crews
all kinds of problems," said Augie Sardinha,
from the National Weather Service.
If we could read your mind — would you go?
Maine Day '93 581-3196
• Performance
Area choreographers and
dancers perform at Hauck
By Sean Campbell stage with urgency, ending as they huddle
Staff Writer together in despair.
Jean-Luc Jannink, a UMaine graduate SW-
Over the weekend audience members were dent, gave an impressive performance in "Even
treated to a showcase of talent from area Before Darwin," which he also choreographed.
dancers and choreographers at the University In the piece the evolution of his dancing
of Mainz's Hauck Auditorium, reflected the evolution in Darwin's theory.
The Friday and Saturday evening perfor- Judy Savage, who has danced with Kelly
mances were presented by the University of Holyoke and the Thomas School of Dance,
Maine Dance Company and the department called Jannink's performance "incredible and
of theatreidance. The performances marked very expressive."
the 18th year of this event and were dedicated Another audience member and dancer
to Edgar Allan Cyrus, professor of theater, said, "His interpretation of not only the music
who died this month. but what it is he is trying to portray is terrific."
The show offered "an eclectic program" The Robinson Ballet Dance Company
of classical ballet, jazz and modern dance, performed "Flames of Paris," one of their
Faith Merritt, who organized the event, said. original pieces
The production began with "Are You The jazzy piece "It Feels Right" was pei -
Ready," a modern, upbeat piece that was formed by a combination of the Robinson
previewed several weeks ago at an event at the Ballet' and UMaine students and faculty. It
Maine Center for the Arts. It was choreo- was choreographed by Kelly Holyoke.
graphed by Kelly Holyoke of the dance de- The show featured a total of nine dances.
partment. "Motherland," was the only piece performed
"Fishibility" conjured images of a lazy to narration rather than music. In it, narrator
day of fishing off the pier. One dancer mim- Leslie Gamble laments the lack of historical
icked the graceful movements of a fish under- reference to women's role in society.
water as it teased the lackadaisical fisherman. "You kept my ancestors out of history.
"Wanderings" was a modern piece cho- But now I know... I have a history, a past, an
reographed by brother/sister duo Katherine identity, a motherland," she said.
and John Kollman, who are students at The evening's entertainment ended with
UMaine. The piece began with dancers aim- student choreographerGemmaCarter's"Puir
lessly wandering about stage, then coming Energy." The dancers lived up to the piece's
together and rejoicing in their camaraderie. apt title with their clapping, back flips and
Then they separate, this time to wander the MTV choreography.
& Seniors network
for your future
Use March Break to meet with
UMaine Alumni through the Main..
Mentor Program
ntor.Guide, Helper, Advi
Alumni/ac volunteers in
14 major career fields
are waiting to help you...
• gather career inform
• identify specific care
options relevant to yo
interest, skills & abilit
• Network to tap into
competitive job market
To select alums
matching your
career interests come soon to the
Career Center.
Chadbourne Hall
581-1359
The Division of Student Affairs
0,-sponsored by the Omer Center and the General AI
• Retirement
 Anom
Play sa
Bush keeping low profile
as a private citizen
HOUSTON (AP) — Life as a private
citizen has given George Bush a chance to
get out of the limelight and do something
else impossible while living in the White
House — pick up his own takeout lunch.
"He didn't give us a warning," said
Fannie Coleman. who works at Otto's Bar-
becue. "We'd been looking for him to come
by soon. We're always glad to see him when
he comes."
When Bush showed up earlier this month
to pick up a "half order of links, half beef,
beans and a Diet Coke," he came with only
two other men, Ms. Coleman said.
Bush has followed his plan to keep a low
profile, granting no interviews and just one
photo opportunity since coming to Texas after
President Clinton's inauguration Jan. 20.
Tourists cruise through his new neigh-
borhood eager for a glimpse of the home he
and wife. Barbara, are renting while their
new house is built on an adjacent lot.
"They're super people," said Robert
Koster, a plumbing contractor working on
their new home. "I was so impressed by
them, I couldn't even tell you what they
said. I was kind of in awe of talking to them.
But they were very nice."
Bush was seen at a recent Houston Rockets-
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Chicago Bulls basketball game with his son,
Neil. His staff arranged for pictures to be taken
during a visit by Turkish President Turgut Ozal.
"I'm not giving interviews," Bush re-
minded reporters who showed up for the
photo session.
His spokesman, Andrew Maner, fends
off calls from the media and others seeking
the ex-president's attention, saying Bush
wants his privacy.
"He has basically been just going over
the mounds of mail that we've received,"
Maner said. "We've just received so many
speaking requests, appearances at promo-
tional things, charity things — I think more
than any of us expected — hundreds and
hundreds."
Bush also has been spending time plan-
ning his presidential library to be built at
Texas A&M University in College Station.
about 100 miles northwest of Houston. He
normally is at his office by 8 a.m. and stays
until 6 p.m., Maner said.
He declines to comment on the Clinton
administration or other political matters.
Secret Service agents accompany Bush in
his silver Cadillac the two blocks from home
to his office at the Park Laureate, a nine-story
building where he occupies the penthouse.
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Romeo (Eric Chapman) points his condom's flaws out to Juliet (Melissa
McLaughlin) in a Not Ready for Bedtime Players production. (Wickenheiser
photo.)
• Drunk driving
State legislators push
for harsh OUT laws
(AP)Many state lav., makers are ponder-
ing social arithmetic in the latest round of
legislative assaults on an old menace, the
drunken driver.
Bills introduced this year in 31 states
reflect a push for more deterrents and strict-
er punishment for intoxicated drivers.
The most common proposal is lowering
the intoxication level from 0.10 percent
blood-alcohol to 0.08 percent — about a
one-drink difference. Another popular cause
is tighter penalties on young drunken driv-
ers.
"It's reached a point where most of the
states have sanctions they consider reason-
able and effective," said Jeanne Mejeur, a
policy analyst at the National Conference of
State Legislatures in Denver.
"They're saying 'We've done what we
can without impinging on people's rights.
Now what can we do to get the problem
drinker off the road?' "she said.
State criminal code books are filled with
fairly new anti-drunken driving laws, enact-
ed at a clip of about 150 a year between 1982
and 1990.
The years of new legislation, combined
with education programs, have changed at-
titudes and driving behavior to help cut the
carnage blamed on alcohol.
In 1982, alcohol accounted for 57.2 per-
cent of the 43,945 traffic fatalities. Last
year, drinking played a part in 46 percent of
the 39,500 road deaths, according to Nation-
al Highway Traffic Safety Administration
estimates.
Washington state Sen. Adam Smith
has proposed a bill to let drivers know
they face harsh punishment if they drive
while drunk.
"We want to tell them: If you get arrest-
ed you'll lose your license. If you're con-
victed, you'll lose your license plates," he
said. "And if you're convicted again, you'll
lose your car."
The standard for legal intoxication in 45
states. 0.10 blood
-alcohol, translates for a
160-pound man into five drinks within an
hour on an empty stomach.
More than a dozen states may lower the
legal definition of drunkenness— Pennsyl-
ania from 0.10 blood-alcohol to 0.07, and
13 others from 0.10 to 0.08. Among the five
states already set at 0.08 is Oregon, where a
bill proposes lowering it to 0.04.
While body size, metabolism and alco-
hol tolerance make it misleading to say
how many drinks produce a 0.08 blood-
alcohol level, research shows that level
impairs anyone's judgment and reflexes,
said Jim Fell, a science advisor at the
federal highway safety agency in Wash-
ington.
Taking another tack, bills in six states
target drinking drivers under 21, threatening
yearlong license suspension and communi-
ty service if their blood-alcohol is 0.02 —
which results from about one drink — or, in
Indiana, 0.01.
Ignition interlock devices, which keep a
car from starting if drivers have alcohol on
their breath, are proposed as part of punish-
ment plans in seven states.
The drunken driver's debt to society
would be added up in real dollars under
bills in Arizona, New Jersey and Pennsyl-
vania that would charge drunken drivers
for the cost of police and medical rescuers.
So who would argue with curbing drunk-
en drivers?
Some believe enough already has been
done to combat highway intoxication. South
Dakota already heard a few this session — a
bill to require drunken drivers to perform
community service died under the weight of
complaints it would burden the bureaucracy.
And a bill to lower the blood-alcohol
limit to 0.08 was thrown out for being unfair
to responsible drinkers.
"You're not catching the seriously im-
paired, stumbling, falling-down drunk driv-
er, said Curt Monenson, lobbyist for the
American Civil Liberties Union. "You come
after people who are honestly trying to obey
the law."
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, which
led the grass-roots war that inspired the first
round of new legislation, isn't satisfied.
"This is the most solvable crime," said
Milo Kirk, national president of Irving, l'ex-
as-based MA131). "Legislators can't be-
come complacent."
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• The Maine Center for the Arts
Illusionist mystifies MCA crowd Thursday night
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
How do you objectively report on illu-
sion? This problem came up when Andre
Kole, magician and illusionist performed at
the Maine Center for the Arts Thursday night.
With an aural bang, Kole was announced
to the stage. A signer translated the spoken
word into sign language for hearing impaired
members of the audience.
Two assistants coveted a lighted, transparent
globe which hovered over the misty stage. Sec-
onds later, Kole burst from the coveted E.,k,he.
"From the beginning of time," Kole said.
"When there has been people to deceive, there
have been people to deceive them. Sometimes
called magicians, sometimes called politicians."
4) Homosexuals
Cardinal endorses
gays in limited
military roles
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A Roman Cath-
olic cardinal who said he supports allowing
homosexuals in the military qualified his
remarks Saturday, saying he doesn't believe
in "blanket approval," but in allowing gays
to serve in limited roles.
Cardinal Roger M. Mahony said his view
doesn't contradict traditional Roman Catho-
lic teachings or statements by the church's
highest-ranking military prelate, Archbish-
op Joseph T. Dimino.
"Attempts to portray our basic positions
as contradictory are absurd," Mahony said
in statement. "We both adhere to the same
basic moral principles and the same consis-
tent teachings of the Catholic Church."
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Kole performed many of the now-classic
illusions. Producing coins from audience
member's ears, noses and purses, as well as
from thin air, sticking glowing swords through
ladies in boxes and passing swords through
other audience members, impressed and con-
fused the gathered crowd.
Over 1,300 tickets were sold for the specta-
cle. Kole was sponsored by the Campus Cm-
sade for Christ, the Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship and various local church groups.
Kole presented his biggest fan, a huge
wind fan. His assistants removed part of the
protective grid surrounding the fan— and
lowered him through, apparently defying all
tly: laws of physics.
k female magician, ina-oduced as Beat-
rice, performed several acts with Kole, and
one on her own
She manipulated a metal ball, about the
size of a volley-ball, along a scarf, to music
from "Phantom of the Opera." The ball ap-
peared to be ignoring the law of gravity.
Kole has travelled to 74 countries, per-
forming and disproving "new age" magicians
and psychic phenomena.
He devised an experiment to disprove
people who claim they "astral project."
Astral projection is the supposed ability to
separate the astral body from the physical
body. That astral body can travel to other
buildings, countries, even to other worlds.
Kole built a blinder which would cut off
all possibility of a fraud from seeing what was
written on a black board. If that person could
accurately describe what was written on the
board, Kole would take that as proof of astral
projection.
No one has yet passed the test.
Kole has a standing offer to give any
occult/supernatural performer $25,000 for
actual mot' of a supernatural task.
He offers $1,000 a second up to $25,000
for any practitioner who can levitate, without
trickery.
Kole also gave a demonstration of the
illusion of levitation.
The last part of Kole's performance was a
talk about spirituality and his relationship
with his God.
Kole spends 20 days a month on the
performance circuit, seeking to educate the
audiences, making them more aware of the
prevalence of fakery.
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• Column
General student snowjob
Kim Dineen
Last week's events involving Student Government has to be
that institution's greatest debacle to date.
Every year, elections are held for the purpose of determining
the new president and vice-president of Student Government. And
also every year, that election is contested by various people who
file campaign complaints. The Fair Election Practices Commis-
sion (FEPC) is responsible for investigating those complaints and determining their
importance and legitimacy. This year was no exception. Last Tuesday, the election
took place and almost 1,200 students participated by casting their votes. (The results
— 562 for Collin Worster and Annie Allen, 446 for Bill Reed and Rich Aldrich, and
109 for Angson Dhlakama and Amir Reza.) These results couldn't be declared
official until Thursday afternoon, if FEPC had settled and resolved all campaign
complaints. And by Thursday. six complaints had been filed
FEPC decided to disqualify them based on a complaint which challenged their
recorded cost of a campaign video. According to Jenn Marshall, FEPC chair, Worster
had access to video-production editing equipment from the Journalism and Mass
Communication department which any other student would have had to pay for.
Later, much later Thursday, at an emergency GSS meeting which Worster called to
appeal FEPC's decision, Professor Steve Craig from the JMC department testified that
any student could use the same equipment for free if he/she went through a former
memt er of his class or a member of the student video club who had taken Craig's class.
W .at effect did Craig's testimony have on FEPC members? What effect did it have on
the senators who were called to this meeting to examine FEPC's decision? Obviously,
none, since GSS voted to disqualify the Worster/Allen ticket based on FEPC's decision.
How can FEPC or GSS assess a fair market value to the use of free equipment
which all other candidates had access to? Is that fair? An FEPC member later told me
that he still stood by their decision 100 percent even after Craig's testimony. He said
that since not all of the candidates probably knew about this availability of the video
equipment service, Worster had an unfair advantage. How absurd will this all get? In
other words, Worster is being punished for being unfairly resourceful.
The true absurdity of the situation was evident at the emergency session of GSS
Thursday night as certain senators huddled, organized and planned now to get
Worster and Allen out of the election. Just read the letter to the editor from Senator
Pam Powell for a first-hand account of it.
That meeting was called to discuss FEPC's decision. Instead, more time was
devoted to attacking the Worster/Allen ticket by disgruntled senators for alleged
"negative campaigning." Senator Alvin Winslow's original resolution to disqualify
their ticket is proof of the meeting's sway from the focus.
The senate does not have the power to throw out an election just because some senators
are upset with the way a campaign was run. FEPC is the body to decide if a campaign was
run fairly; they made their decision, questionable as it was, and those senators must have
realized that their actions were illegal because as an after-thought, the following was
attached to Winslow's resolution. 'This is in support of FEPC's findings."
What does all this mean? All this means that the 12 senators who voted to approve
Winslow's resolution just elected the winners of the Student Government election.
Nt. wer mind the 562 who voted otherwise.
The real irony of this situation is that the campaign flyer which so infuriated many
Reed/Aldrich campaign workers and kicked off their claims of negative campaigning
was proven at least partially true after all. Student Government is a select gang which
not everyone is welcome to join, especially not Collin Worster and Annie Allen.
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• The election
New vote is the answer
The scenario — a ticket made up of
"outsiders" wins the Student Government
elections to become president and vice-
president.
The catch —complaints are filed, hear-
ings are held and a lot of nonsense, techni-
calities and misunderstandings result.
The result — the winning ticket is
disqualified.
Questions are raised about the whole
election stiucture and the Fair Elections Prac-
tices Commission guidelines. An FEPC mem-
ber promises change. "We have to review or
redraft the guidelines...I promise you things
will be mote rigid for the next election."
Is it 1993? No try 1989. The ticket was
Gunnar Christensen and Ed Glover.
That time, however, the FEPC was
found to be in violation if its own guidelines
and the entire election was thrown out
Of course the result is the same. In
both cases the student vote was ignored.
In 1989 Gunnar and Ed got a new
election to try again. They lost, but Collin
Worster and Annie Allen don't even get
the chance.
Bill Reed and Rich Aldrich, the ticket
The Maine Campus supported in an edito-
rial last Monday, are scheduled to be
sworn in Tuesday.
They should not accept.
All three tickets, Angson Dhlakama and
Amir Reza included, should call for a new
election and arrangements should be made
to run Student Government in the interim.
Yes, Student Government will look
foolish having to hold a new election. But
they must be used to it by now.
Reed/Aldrich would be a fine presi-
dent/vice president— but only if they are
elected by the students.
The only way for the FEPC, the Gener-
al Student Senate and Student Government
can redeem itself is to hold a new election,
and inaugurate a ticket truly elected by the
students, whoever that may be. (DMK)
• Custodians
Bring them back
Well, it's been a week since the num-
ber of custodians declined at UMaine due
to economic pressures. In just one week, it
has become noticeable how important that
staff is.
Before walking into a building lock at
yourfeet and notice how much muck you are
about to track into the building, then remem-
ber there aren't too many people left to (-lean
it up. Now, the mud on your feet is not your
fault, nature provides that, but what you do
before you track it everywhere is something
you can control. It helps if you knock the
snow off your shoes before you enter a
building or wipe your feet Of course that
alone will not do it all so here are some
suggestions for the university.
1) Build a dome over the campus. The
campus temperature would be controlled
(hopefully not by ther eople who heat the
library, otherwise we'll all have heat stroke)
in order to keep mud from forming. No
mud, no tracks.
2) Get robots like the one on The Jetsons
to come out of the broom closet between
classes and mop up the puddles in the halls.
3) Place buckets of water by the doors
so people can clean the mud off their shoes.
A shoe dryer system would also be required
in order to maximize the cleaning process.
OK, so these ideas may not seem overly
realistic. However, with warmer weather on
the way the amount of mud in the buildings is
not going to seem too realistic either.
It is apparent the best solution to this
problem, short of arming the administra-
tors with mops and brooms, is bringing
back the custodians. (JWB)
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• UMaine art
Column painted a poor
picture of art importance
To the Editor:
In response to the column by Michael
Reagan, "Heave-ho the Art," (Jan. 15), I
offer an alternative view, and a correction to
some of the statements made therein. The
column addressed three issues; the percent
for art law, the intrinsic value of UMaine's
art collection, and the notion of art remaining
in a single space for an extended period of
time.
The percent for art law was enacted by
the state government because it felt that art
holds a valuable place in our society. This is
not a unique notion, as art has held an impor-
tant role in every society since the origins of
humans. (There is a reason that millions of
publicly funded museums and concert halls
exist in the world!) Essentially, the law states
that any building built with public funds must
set aside one percent of the construction bud-
get to purchase art works for that building. A
committee is selected to choose which art-
works shall be purchased.'
The goal of the law is to purchase works of
art which speak to not a select few art experts,
but to all people, the public. 'Ilerefore, the
committee consists of people from the gov-
ernment (to represent the state-wide public),
the community, and people who will live and
work in the bv.Iding. For example, in the case
of a sc', sol ' Ming, members may choose art
that they like as individuals from anywhere;
the Maine Arts Commission, magazines wher-
ever. All of the proposed works are pooled
together to be voted on. Each member of the
committee has an equal share of responsibility
in the decision. An example of a percent for
art artwork is the sculpture outside of Neville
Hall. It was chosen by our fellow students,
faculty and staff.
The percent for art law was not designed
as welfare money for artists. The artists who
are commissioned do not depend solely on
public money for their livelihood. They are
competent artists who are well supported by
private commissions. For further exarriples
of this type of commission, I invite anyone to
visit the Hole in the Wall Gallery, where
public commissions by James Linehan are
exhibited.
The second point I would like to address
is the university's own art collection. I per-
sonally don't believe that Reagan is fully
familiar with the collection. The university's
collection grows completely independently
of the percent for an law. The university
owns these works, however none of them
were purchased. All of the objects in the
Send letters to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A 5743 Lord Hall
Orono, ME. 04469-5743
collection are gifts from alumni, art collec-
tors, and artists. To date, the collection con-
sists of 5,500 objects, valued at 4.5 million
dollars. In the next two years, the museum
will be receiving a gift of contemporary prints,
valued at 1.5 million dollars. The artists rep-
resented in this gift hold world recognition.
The 19th and 20th century prints in the col-
lection are the strongest of any museum north
of Boston.
In the last five years, the University Mu-
seum has been involved in organizing shows
that traveled to Japan, Finland, Sweden, Bos-
ton and New York City. To say that the
university simply owns "bad" art is naive.
While some of the art displayed may not
interest or appeal to some of us, the quality
of the collection is nationally recognized and
is an asset to the university.
Finally, is the notion of the placement of
artworks in the university. In the column, the
painting by Michael Lewis in the Sutton
Lounge was referred to. The painting by
Michael Lewis has a significant historical val-
ue. It speaks to the way people lived in the
1970s the attitudes, beliefs, and appearance.
The '70s were not that long ago, so it is hard to
think of that painting as "historical." In 200
years, the value of this painting as a historical
work will be more obvious. One could argue
that a photograph will do just as well, but the
style and treatment of media speaks more to
the social attitudes and essence of this time
period than a photograph.
Think of a painting for the Renaissance.
Artworks produced then were not thought of as
historical, yet now, they give us information of
how people lived then. The unique value of art
is that an is produced by people, yet outlive
them and speak to people of the future. If you
are tired of looking at that painting, then write a
letter to the museum, and the painting will be
removed if enough people request it. Actually,
about three years ago, that very painting was
removed from the Sutton Lounge, but was
returned after many letters from students and
Union staff requested its return.
In conclusion, I believe that the university
is serving the interests of the public by pro-
moting the arts through the percent for art
law and the university collection. Art is a
reflection of the society from which it came.
People who must denounce art are often in-
secure of the ideas art promotes. In the case
of modern art, it is often the promotion of
individual thought.
Anne Heath
Orono
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• The Maine Campus
Words are simply words
1.3 the Editor:
This letter is in response to all of those
out there who found the word "slut" an
affront to their sensibilities. The fact that
you could be offended by a word that was
in no way even remotely directed at you
astounds me. This poor word that did noth-
ing wrong is being dumped on merciless-
ly. A word in and of itself has no offen-
sive quality, it is only how one wishes to
interpret it that lends the offense. If a
black man calls one of his friends a nigger
theft is no affront and if there is a word
that can be considered offensive in any of
its uses it's nigger. There are also differ-
ent definitions to words. The word slut is
defined by the American Heritage Dic-
tionary as "a bold, brazen girl." What's
wrong with that? Is it really offensive
looked at that way? Maybe if these peo-
ple would stop looking for things to be
offended at and started to worry about
things that were directed at them we would
all be able to get along better.
Dan Daugherty
Student
• Student Government
Democracy disappearing
To the Editor:
Never in my life ha% c I felt so powerless
as I did last night, Feb. 11, at the emergency
meeting of the General Student Senate. Until
last night, I believed our democratic system
worked from the will of the people, the ma-
jority. Now, I am disillusioned. At 3 a.m.
Friday morning the GSS disqualified the can-
didacy of Worster/Allen. I was at that meet-
ing, as your representative, I feel it is my duty
to inform you of the events of that night.
During one five minute recess some heat-
ed discussions popped up around me. I was
shocked at what I heard.
Senator Alvin Winslow was so angry he
shook as he pleaded with colleagues to dis-
qualify Worster/Allen. Several senators
laughed uncontrollably as they discussed
their plan. I failed to see the humor. I tried to
explain to Senator Winslow and the others
that the purpose of the university is to im-
prove the lives of its students and Maine
citizens in their full social, economic, and
cultural diversity. This is a place to learn and
Worster/Allen deserve the opportunity just
as anyone else, regardless of their experi-
ences. Not to mention, I thought we were
there to discuss a decision of the FEPC, not
the qualifications of Worster/Allen, right?
Well, I couldn't have been more wrong.
Next, Senator Wendi Nault approached
me and said that Worster/Allen were not qual-
ified to lead the student senate because they
lack experience. I thought we had been called
to discuss the FEPC's decision to disqualify
Worster/Allen. She went on to tell me that it
didn't matter what was done to disqualify
Worster/Allen, it was only important that we
do it, now!
This is an outrage!! Folks, we live in a
democracy, this is fascist and outrageous
behavior. Our Student Senate successfully
over turned your votes to have Worster/
Allen as our next president and vice-pres-
ident of the student body by 12 votes.
There was a role call vote and the names
of those who voted are available at the
Student Senate, I urge you to go examine
these votes.
The UMaine Student Government is the
largest organization of its kind in the state
of Maine. It is funded and controlled by the
students with the sole purpose of benefiting
students through educational, cultural and
social programs, events, and activities. The
Student Government receives monies from
your Student Activity Fee. The GSS is the
legislative unit of the Student Government
and is under the leadership of the vice-
president.
Currently, there are 33 members, 23 were
present last night. Twelve voted in favor of
disqualifying Worster/Allen, 8 voted against,
and 3 abstained. In short, 12 votes just elect-
ed your student president and vice-presi-
dent! This is an outrage!!
See, the FEPC was trying to prove that
Worster/Allen had unfair access to some
video equipment. The truth of the matter is
that Professor Steve Craig (who loaned the
equipment) explained to the Senate that
anyone can use the equipment. or have
someone from the department operate it for
them, free of charge. Worster/Allen did
nothing wrong.
Senator Pam Powell
• GSS
Senators show they are truly politicians
1-o the Editor:
The General Student Senate has shown
that they have bright careers should they
continue in politics after graduation. One
of the prerequisites of politicians over the
last half century is the ability to bend or
change the rules to fit the situation. The
recent vote hy members of the GSS to over-
rule Fair Election Practices Committee
guidelines sounds to me like saying it is
OK to ignore the rules if it is for a greater
good. I bet Oliver North would rather have
testified in front of the GSS instead of the
U.S. Congress. His defense probably would
have fell on more sympathetic ears.
While I might not have used the same
term in characterizing the GSS as Senator
Carl Bean did, this latest fiasco has rein-
forced the words "circle jerk" in my mind.
If there is any integrity left in the GSS, I
urge the members to dissolve the senate or
resign and hold new elections that the cur-
rent members are ineligible for. Maybe then
they'll be taken seriously.
Myron Baldwin
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Your Daily
Horoscope
Byarl Paul
For Monday, February 15
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: An
industrious intelligence and forceful will
make you capable of achieving just about
anything you attempt. Active, faithful and
tireless, you have a knack for knowing just
where, when and how to set your ideas into
action. Your efforts are crowned with suc-
cess.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A dis-
agreement with someone whose opinion car-
ries a great deal of weight with you can
shake your self-confidence. Avoid indeci-
siveness, make your best choice and don't
look back!
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A lull in
the hectic pace you've maintained of late
allows you to reflect on events as they have
unfolded. Are you heading in the right direc-
tion? Bounce your thoughts off a trusted
friend or family member.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): With your
creative talents in full bloom, this is an ideal
time to pursue independent study in music,
drama or art. This needn't become a career
goal to be a valuable outlet for your imagina-
tion and spirit.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): There is
a unique opportunity to shape your home life
exactly the way you want it now, but don't
be so self-absorbed that you fail to consult
with the others who are effected by your
actions!
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): It would be
wise to approach a new romantic attraction
with a certain degree of caution, as the fear of
being taken for a ride may not be without
some justification. Don't let that scare you
off, but go slowly.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): Everybody
seems to think that you have all the answers
today, and they may just be right! Your in-
stincts are on the mark, follow your intuition
and don't hesitate to offer advice when asked.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): A sudden
crisis at work or school puts greater respon-
sibility on your shoulders. It is during a tying
time like this that you discover who your true
friends are, as they make an effort to lighten
your burden.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): A laid
back day during which you can putter around
the house is just what the doctor ordered, so
don't push yourself in the vain need to feel
productive; relax and enjoy the breathe'.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): A
quiet evening curled up with a good book or
viewing a classic movie allows you to recharge
your batteries. Even better, cuddle up for the
night with your lover and drift away together.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) You
may be feeling chatty about your personal situ-
ation, but you should choose your confidants
carefully unless you want your private thoughts
to bmoine public knowledge. Keep private mat-
ters within a close-knit group.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Be care-
ful what advice you offer and to whom you
offer it, as even as innocent remark is likely to
be misinterpreted! Listen intently to someone
else's problems, but leave the counseling to
professionals.
PISCES (Feb. 19. March 20): Get your
house in order and spend some time organizing
your thoughts for the week ahead. Having a
plan in mind is essential for your immediate
success, but leave mom for the inevitable chang-
es that will take place.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
11111111milaY Carl Paul
For Tuesday, i-ebruary 16
IF TODAY IS YOUR MR 1'1 WAN :
fast walker with a dry sense of humor, you
enjoy nothing more than a good conversation
You're equally adept at juicy small talk or
serious intellectual discussions on the most pro-
found subjects. With a wide range of interests,
you can hold your own in any discussion, or at
least do a very convincing job of faking it! You
also have an innate gift for learning languages.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Dreams
provide useful clues that can help you find
your way through a murky period of secrets
and hidden obstacles. Discussing your
thoughts with a trusted friend helps to clarify
muddled issues.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): A de-
lightful invitation provides the opportunity
to enjoy the company of cherished friends
and recharge your batteries for the coming
week. Even if you have to travel for the
event, go for it!
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): A short
trip to visit relatives can kill two birds with
one stone. You can discuss your recent tra-
vails in confidence while retreating to a place
that makes you feel safe. Your family offers
support.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Dabbling
in a favorite pastime gets your creative juices
flowing, perhaps whetting your appetite to
explore new frontiers! Travel could satiate
your hunger for adventure, as could continu-
ing your education.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Putting your
feelings down on paper enables you to sort
them out with greater clarity. Practical con-
cerns such as research, taxes, and health take
on greater importance during this cycle as
well.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Arrange
important meetings for today if possible, as
your negotiating skills are at their peak! By
hammering out the terms of a deal and sign-
ing the contract now, you get the most favor-
able terms.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Take ad-
vantage of enhanced communication to iron
out the details of a work project. Health prob-
lems could arise with a family member, forc-
ing you to rearrange your schedule to offer
them support.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) A burst of
creative energy sparks an imaginative idea
that could be emotionally or financially prof-
itable! Don't dismiss an unusual concept as
trivial before really looking into it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Your search for a new home may reach a
delightful conclusion now! Important mes-
sages that could have a lasting impact On
your future arrive, so be alert for any com-
munications.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) When
forging an agreement during this influence,
it's in your best interest to get things in writ-
ing in order to avoid any misunderstandings.
Relatives may drop in for a surprise visit.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Give let-
ters and contracts special attention as written
communication takes on added significance.Get-
ting your thoughts organired allows you to dive
in head first when the week begins in earnest
tomorrow.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - Mardh 20): If you have
something you want to get off your chest, do so
during this influence which lends clarity and
pnver to your message!
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75( each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3083 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-728-3038.
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• Computer compitition
UMaine computer science team will face
tough international competition this week
UMaine's computer science team (left to right) Yu-Qun Chen,
Heidi Bishop and Dragomir Radar. (Lowell photo.)
Jonathan Beal,
By Yilan Nuna
Volunteer Writer
Computer science majors from the Uni-
versity of Maine will be teaming up to face
international competition on Feb. 17 in Indi-
anapolis.
"The essence of this competition is prob-
lem solving," said Yu-Qun Chen (Mike),
senior in computer science from Shanghai,
China. "It is team effort. The crucial point is
not how individual perform in the competi-
tion, but how the team works together."
The UMaine team is a diverse one con-
sisting of two international students and two
American students. 'Me members competed
together earlier in the regional contest on
Nov. 7 at the Western New England College
in Springfield. Mass.
The UMaine team faculty adviser Tho-
mas Byther, chairperson and associate pro-
fessor of computer science, notes the Feb.
17 competition will mark the first time a
UMaine computer programming team has
participated in the Computer Machinery
physics award.
We're looking
for a few good
escorts.
Would you like to:
meet new people?
do your part to make the campus safer?
work with a friend as a teammate?
Sunday through Thursday from 7:00pm to 12:15am,
you can call Late Night Company at x1760 to
be escorted from anywhere on campus to
anywhere on campus (including fraternities).
In order to offer this service,
Late Night Company needs your help!
Because of the beeper system used, escort
teams of two females or one male and one female
can visit friends, study at the library,
or go anywhere on campus while on duty.
You can also pick the days that you want to work.
If you are interested in working as an escort,
stop in the R.O.C. office, third floor,
Memorial Union, or call x1760.
Chen has always been a very competitive
student in science.
"I enjoy this type of competition," he
said, "because it is exciting and challenging.
I am very proud of myself and this team, for
we can contribute something to the universi-
ty community."
Chen is very confident for the final. He
said he is not worrying too much about what
place they take, instead he is more concerned
about how the team members cooperate. He
also said the team did an excellent job in the
regional contest and this time, will repeat
their success in the final.
Jonathan Beal, team member and a junior
computer science major from Addison,
Maine, said he is also hopeful and confident
for the final competition. He said this is his
first international competition.
"I hope I will do well, but I expect it is
going to be hard," he said.
Beal said he attended a very small high
school and was interested in computers be-
fore coming to UMaine. He has created many
of his own programs including programs deal-
ing in journals and business record keeping.
This worldwide competition is held each
year and sponsored by the Association for
Computer Machinery Scholastic Program-
ming.
The UMaine team will be competing
among 27 teams from the best universities
and colleges throughout the United States,
Europe-including Eastern Europe, the South
Pacific and the Far East.
Team member Dragomir Radev is a trans-
fer student from Sofia Technical University
in Sofia, Bulgaria. He is a senior in computer
science with a concentration in electrical
engineering. He is also an editor of the inter-
national students newsletter at UMaine. He
said he has studied several foreign languag-
es- French, Russian, Italian and Spanish and
can speak them fluently.
He said he is very confident and he wants
to do well in the final.
"The speed of solving problems will de-
cide who the winner will be." he said. "There
is only one computer for each team during
the contest."
According to Radev, he has had a lot of
experience in different levels of competi-
tion before. He said he has awards in com-
puters, mathematics and linguistic contests
from Bulgaria.
Radev said he is very excited about this
trip because he is not only participating in
the competition, but also presenting his
project of computer linguistics at the con-
ference the day before the competition.
Heidi Bishop is one of the few women
participating at this level of competition.
She is a junior majoring in computer sci-
ence from Bangor.
Even though this is her first time to
participate in international competition,
Bishop said she has a strong confidence in
herself and the team.
"I think we can win," Bishop said. "The
possibility exists...we can work together
well."
In the regional competition Bishop was
one of the few women competing there as
well she said.
"I am very proud of myself as a woman
to participate in such high level competi-
tion," she said. "I think the UMaine team is
nice because it showed women can do the
same job as men."
The UMaine and Harvard team became
eligible for the finals after finishing second
and first respectively in the Northeast Re-
gion championships.
Byther said the UMaine team did very
well at the regional level.
"We are very proud of them," Byther
said. "I think their success speaks well of
the quality of the undergraduate programs
that we have at the University of Maine."
He said he highly commends the compe-
tition and said this experience has tremen-
dous educational value to students who par-
ticipate in it. He said it demonstrates their
talents and also brings together students
from various universities and shares their
experiences.
"Our team represents the University of
Maine," Byther said. "They have a good
chance. There are some problems but! think
our team is very competitive."
• Robbery slaying
L.A. Riot survivor
killed in recent robbery
LOS ANGELES iAP) — An elderly Ko-
rean grocer who survived last spring's riots to
rebuild his looted market was beaten to death
during a robbery, police said.
Hyung Soo Kim, 65, died Friday of inju-
ries he received Thursday. Police said Kim
was lured out of his store by a 13-year-old boy,
then beaten and robbed by an adult accom-
plice. The youth was in custody Saturday
while the search continued for the assailant.
whom police described as a gang member.
Although tensions between the city's black
and Korean communities have been high for
some time. Kim's family said they don't be-
lieve the slaying was racially motivated.
The killing was "just pure and simple a very
brutal crime,- said Kim's 28-year-old son.
who asked that his name not he used. "I don't
want this racial problem to be blown up more."
Trevone Gray, a black auto mechanic who
works next door, said Kim was popular and
was not killed because of his race.
Others, however, fear his death will fur-
ther strain relations between the city's black
and Korean communities.
Tension rose after a Korean grocer was
sentenced to probation for fatally shooting a
black teen-ager, and scores of Korean busi-
nesses were attacked in the riots last spring
that started after four white police officers
were cleared of beating black motorist Rod-
ney King.
relations "certainly haven't got any bet-
ter since the rebellion, and they may have in
fact detenorated," said Joe Hicks, Southern
Christian Leadership Conference executive
director.
But, Kim's son said his father believed the
two groups could learn to get along, and he
added that the family has been comforted by
flowers and condolences sent from customers
in the mostly black and Hispanic neighborhood.
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• Shooting
Gunman
sentenced
to death
AMARILLO, Texas (AP) — A law-
yer was sentenced to death Saturday for
killing two attorneys during a rampage
in a Fort Worth courtroom last summer
that left three other people wounded.
A Potter County jury deliberated for
about an hour Saturday before sentenc-
ing George Lott to die by injection. The
same jury convicted Lott, 45, of capital
murder on Friday.
Lott stepped back slightly when state
District Judge Sharen Wilson read the
verdict. He made no comment, but asked
that the jurors be polled individually.
Lott had confessed in a television
interview, saying he wanted to draw
attention to wrongs allegedly done to
him by the legal system during his di-
vorce and in a child-molesting charge
brought against him by his ex-wife. He
represented himself during the trial.
In a one-minute closing argument,
Lott braced his arm on a podium, stared
at the jury panel, then quietly and even-
ly advised j urors: "Make your decision
so that you can live easy with yourself
and God."
Prosecutor Alan Levy said jurors
should give Lou —a date with the exe-
cutioner because he deserves it."
* State budget
State cabinet divided over budget
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — lop advisers
to Gov. John R. McKernan say it's not a case
of mutiny.
But they acknowledge a lack of enthusi-
asm for much of his budget plans within the
highest levels of the administration. And they
openly express concern that Cabinet dissent
could undercut discipline as the governor
completes his final term by trying to pare
spending in most of state government by
between 5 percent and 10 percent.
McKeman budget chief Sawin Millett
says he understands the conflicts faced by
agency leaders who act as advocates for the
various groups that depend on the programs
they administer.
"But with two years to go and the stakes
as high as they are, I cannot accept any com-
promising of loyalty in positions of responsi-
bility that we hold," Millen says.
"In my view, if a department head can't
live with and function within the chief exec-
utive's proposals and expectations, they ought
to consider a future elsewhere and not partic-
ipate in any level of pretense."
As debate opens this week on McKernan's
cutbacks for 1994-1995, department heads have
already expressed a chorus of doubts.
Some have questioned the spending curbs
and personnel reductions being proposed in
that $3 billion biennial package. Others have
targeted the $50-million short-term budget-
balancing measure for the current year still
pending in the Legislature.
Mental Health Comm:ssioner Robert
Glover's disavowal of a short-term plan to cut
community services funding through June
• Health
Study finds stormy weather
may trigger bleeding strokes
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Stormy
weather appears to trigger deadly bleeding
strokes in men, often in the late fall, while
women are more vulnerable in the spring-
time, researchers reported Saturday.
Researchers are unsure why this hap-
pens, but they speculated that nasty weather
may raise blood pressure and cause other
changes that make arteries burst.
They found that a kind of strokes called
subarachnoid hemorrhages are likely to oc-
cur at different times of the year in men and
women. In men, about 40 percent of these
strokes happen in November and Decem-
ber. Women have about 30 percent of them
in April and May — and, unlike with men,
weather changes don't seem to be a factor.
Subarachnoid hemorrhages are especial-
ly disastrous forms of stroke. They strike,
usually without warning, when a weak spot
in one of the arteries on the surface of the
brain bursts open. These weak spots, called
aneurysms, typically produce no symptoms
until they break.
Each year, about 30,000 Americans suf-
fer these kinds of strokes. Between one-
third and one-half die immediately, while an
additional third die despite medical care.
Most of those who survive are seriously
impaired.
Dr. Douglas Chyatte of Northwestern
University Medical School presented the
latest findings at a stroke conference spon-
sored by the American Heart Association.
His team analyzed all 1,487 subarach-
noid hemorrhages that happened during the
1980s in Connecticut. They matched patient
records with hourly weather reports.
Among the findings:
—Most of the men's strokes during the
decade occured in 14 clusters. Thirteen of
these were within 72 hours of changes in the
weather.
—The weather changes that appeared to
trigger the men's strokes were falling ba-
rometers. plunging temperatures and r.iin or
snow.
—Women's strokes fell into 39 clusters,
but they were not linked with bad weather.
Chyatte said that since bad weather is
unavoidable, his work does not suggest any
immediate ways to ward off strokes. But he
said it may provide clues to what actually
triggers them.
"These strokes are catastrophic," he
said. "Most of them give no wanting. So the
question of why this happens is important. If
we knew what caused an aneurysm to rup-
ture, then maybe we can help people before
their brains blow out."
Chyatte speculated that stormy weather
could raise blood pressure, make the blood
thicker or trigger the body to produce chemi-
cals that eat holes in blood vessels. Any of
these might break an already weakened artery.
Another possibility, he said, is that peo-
ple change their behavior when the seasons
turn, and this somehow increases their sus-
ceptibility to strokes.
Dr. John R. Taylor of the Medical College
of Virginia suggested that farmers and con-
struction wtxicers, among others, might stay
home and drink when the weather is bad.
Alcohol long has been associated with ctrokes
was perhaps the most emotional, but hardly
the only lament.
Education Commissioner Leo Martin
voiced reservations about McKeman's criti-
cism of school systems for being top-heavy.
Environmental Protection Commissioner Dean
Marriott said responses to requests for assis-
tance from natural resource agencies would be
slowed. Conservation Commissioner Edwin
Meadows went public with misgivings about a
proposal for merging his department with the
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Department.
Similar examples abound.
The carefully couched complaints have
not prompted anything more specific publicly
than general warnings from Millen and Chief
of Staff Sharon Miller. But the extent of inner-
circle worries is plain.
"It's not surprising that a lot of people
would not be excited" about the budget cut-
backs, said Miller, "but we've tried to share
the pain as much as possible.
"No one wants to dismantle their depart-
ments. No one wants to lay off their co-
workers. ... It's been difficult on everybody.
Having said that, the governor is the boss,"
Miller said.
"I think the majority have been good
soldiers," Miller says in assessing the way
Cabinet members have accepted the budget
plan. "They're put in a very difficult spot."
Conceding instances in which dissatisfac-
tion has been publicized, Miller says, "it's a
fairly small handful. ... I think what you're
seeing is a frustration on everybody's part."
From the commissioners' vantage point,
selling elements of McKernan's plans for
reductions and restructurings is admittedly
uncomfortable.
"I'm not aware that there are any rules"
on Cabinet dissent, says Marine Resources
Commissioner William Brennan, who came
to Augusta with McKernan after serving on
his congressional staff. "I think that there
probably is a fine line.... I'd know when I'm
over it, but I don't know where it is."
Brennan said the new budget plan for his
department is merely a continuation of sever-
al years of retrenchment, and that he has been
able to make known his concerns as spending
plans were developed.
"It's not our role to go out and speak
against the budget as it's proposed," he says.
"My role I think is to give an assessment of
what I can do with cuts and what I can't do
with cuts."
Human Services Commissioner Jane Shee-
han, who served on the governor's staff be-
fore assuming her current post, echoes Bren-
nan in describing "a balance between advo-
cacy and the statutory responsibilities we
have," but says loyalty must prevail.
"I got into this job knowing what I was
getting into," she said.
"When I accept a job to work for some-
body, I believe that I represent that organiza-
tion," Sheehan said. "I respect what the
governor's trying to do in difficult times. ...
We have to make certain levels of cuts to
make the budget balance."
Millen demonstrated sensitivity to the is-
sue of Cabinet unity by outlining what he sees
as the responsibility of agency heads to hew
the line.
LOOKING
FOR AN OFF-CAMPUS
ENVIRONMENT IN AN
ON-CAMPUS LOCATION?
York Village Sign-Up Information Sessions will be taking place on:
'Monday, February 15, 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. York Cal t'
For those interested in moving to York Village next year
'Tuesday, February 16,7:30 - 8:30 p.m. York Cafe
For those interested in returning to York Village next year.
York Village offers six
person apartment units
and optional meal plans.
Questions??? Please call South Campus Office at 581-37 it)
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• Politics
Former Perot supporters found organization
LEWIS ION, Maine (AP) -- A small
band of former Ross Perot supporters is
forming a new political group, complaining
that the Perot organization is more con-
cerned with giving orders than listening to
the people it is supposed to represent.
About 30 former volunteers from Per-
ot's presidential campaign met last week to
lay plans for the new organization, which
has yet to 3e named.
"The way the system is currently set up
is that there's absolutely no communication
between the people and Perot's organiza-
tion," said Tim Beal, a former co-chairman
of Perot' • . rnpaig n in Androscoggin County
and the temporary leader of the new group.
Beal and his allies are particularly dissat-
isfied with Stephen Bost, a former state
senator from Orono who is the state leader
of Perot's political organization, "United
We Stand America."
Bost's critics accuse him of favoritism in
delegating responsibility within the organi-
zation and blame him for Perot's decision
not to visit Lewiston, Maine's second-larg-
est city, during a recent tour of the state.
About 4,500 people went to see Perot in
Orono, Rockland and Portland on Feb. 6 in
his first political appearances since Presi-
dent Clinton was inaugurated. The Texas
• Science
NASA mleases Challenger
shuttle crew cabin photos
NEW YORK (AP) — NASA released cabin's bulkhead.
dozens of photos of the space shuttle Chat- All seven astronauts aboard, including
lenger's smashed crew cabin to a New York New Hampshire schoolteacherChrista McAu-
man who sued, citing the federal Freedom of life, were killed when the shuttle exploded
Information Act, according to a published shortly after takeoff on Jan. 28, 1986, and
report. crashed into the sea off Cape Canaveral, Fla.
The 48 pictures were taken after the crew New York artist Ben Sarao requested the
cabin was recovered from the Atlantic Ocean pictures in 1990 but was denied. He eventual-
in 1986, The New York Times reported Sun- ly sued the National Aeronautics and Space
day. The newspaper published one of the Administration for the pictures and they were
photos showing a damaged section of the released to him on Feb. 3, the Times said.
R.A. from page 1
of them," he said.
Kennebec is another residential hall hav-
ing one less R.A. due to the other R.As increas-
ing the numbers of hours they are on duty.
The room in which the other R.A. was
living is now used as a place to put together
programs for the residents so the section
without an R.A. is not left out.
The R.D. of Kennebec, Anthony Reed,
thinks having one less R.A. has not altered
dorm life a great deal.
Reed thinks the only way it has affected
him is he has to focus more on each section
and make sure they are functioning well.
"The reason why 1 did not hire another
R.A. is because we can handle the workload
and it is accommodating to the down-sizing
of the university and to the budget crisis
without affecting the activity and productiv-
ity of the services we provide," Reed said.
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billionaire chose Maine because his second-
place finish in the state was his best showing
in the November election.
Bost said Lewiston was suggested as a
potential stop, but that Perot decided against
it, and that he is simply following the in-
structions from Perot's national headquar-
ters in Dallas.
"The reality of putting together an orga-
nization of this size takes a great deal of care,
a great deal of time, if it is to be done
properly," Bost said.
The dissident group got the attention of
Perot's top aides when one member, Lloyd
Wells of Falmouth, reserved the names
1111=16. 
"United We StandAmerica" and "United
We StandMaine" with the secretary of state's
office in Augusta.
Wells received a letter objecting to the
action last week from a Perot lawyer in
Dallas.
"Your use of a variation of 'United We
Stand America' is an unlawful infringement
on United We Stand America Inc.'s rights
and the rights of its designated agents to use
the name," wrote the attorney, John T.
Moore.
Wells interpreted the letter as a victory.
"After trying to get in touch with Perot
since May, I finally got his attention," he said.
• Multiple murders
Gainesville suspect knows details
only the killer would know
MIAMI (AP) — The man awaiting trial
in the 1990 slayings of five Gainesville
college students has told investigators de-
tails only the killer would know, a newspa-
per reported Saturday.
Danny Harold Rolling, a 38-year-old
Louisiana drifter already serving a life pris-
on term for unrelated robberies, gave the
details himself and through another inmate
at Florida State Prison, The Miami Herald
said, citing four unidentified law enforce-
ment sources.
Investigators believe Rolling because he
pitcher with
purchase of
any pizza
expires 2/14/93
gave them unpublished details about how
knife wounds were inflicted on victims, the
layout of the murder scenes, items found at
the scenes, and how the victims were select-
ed, according to the sources. The Herald
said the sources would not give specifics,
however. A closed-door hearing in the Roll-
ing case is scheduled next week.Will Irby,
spokesman for the slayings task force, would
neither confirm nor deny the report. Roll-
ing's public defender, Rick Parker, did not
return a telephone message left at his home
Saturday.
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PortsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
UNtaine women's ice
hockey squad picks up
another win.
The University of Maine women's
ice hockey team defeateci the University
of New Brunswick-Fredricton, 9-2, Sat-
urday evening at Alfond Arena.
Amanda Moors continued her torrid
scoring pace for the Black Bears (10-6)
with four goals, while Stacey Rondeau
added a pair. Heather Diller, Kristin
Steele and Megan Means notched a goal
apiece for UMaine.
The Black Bears wrap up their home
schedule tonight against RPI of Troy,
N.Y. at Sockalexis Arena. Game time is
at 7.30 p.m.
All-Star Richmond
breaks thumb
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Mitch Richmond, the Sacramento
Kings' leading scorer, will be sidelined
3-4 weeks with a broken right thumb.
Richmond was picked for his first
NBA All-Star game. He was replaced
on the Western Conference team by
Portland's Terry Porter.
An examination revealed the frac-
ture after he banged it against his knee
in Thursday's victory over Atlanta.
Richmond is averaging 21.9 points
2er game, 3.4 rebounds and 4.9 as-
sists.
Royals deal Jefferies
to St. Louis
NEW YORK (AP) — Gregg Jeffer-
ies, the centerpiece of Kansas City's
major move after the 1991 season, was
traded to St. Louis for outfielder Felix
Jose.
Jefferies, 25, hit .285 with 10 hom-
ers and 75 RBIs. He came to the Royals
from the Mets with Keith Miller and
Kevin McReynolds in the Bret Saber-
hagen trade.
Jose, 27, hit .295 with 14 home runs
and 75 RBIs last year. He will play right
field for the Royals, who also got in-
fielder Craig Wilson and sent minor
league outfielder Ed Gerald to St. Lou-
is.
Yanks' Abbott loses
arbtitration hearing
Pitcher Jim Abbott lost his arbitra-
tion case against the Yankees. settling
for $2.35 million. Seattle outfielder
Jay Buhner ($2,772,500) and reliever
Norm Charlton ($2,335,000) agreed
to one-year contracts, as did Cincin-
nati first baseman Hal Morris
($1,275,000).
Among free agents, pitcher Scott
Sanderson agreed to a $500,000 one-
year deal with CAilornia and catcher
Mike Scioscia to a $300,000, one-year
contract with San Diego
• UMaine hockey rides hot goalie tandem past Huskies
• Men's and women's hoop teams both fall to BU
• Kirk Carter continues track dominance for UMaine
• UMaine hockey
UMaine adds two more to the in column
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The University of
Maine hockey team is
proving to be just like that
big, pink bunny on those infamous Energiz-
er battery television commercials.
Like the bunny, the Black Bears just
keep on going and going — and winning and
winning — as they streak towards an un-
beaten season and their first-ever national
championship.
Powered by supercharged first-year sen-
sation Paul Kariya and boosted by spectac-
ular netminding performances by goalies
Mike Dunham and Garth Snow, the Black
Bears improved to 30-0-2 on the season with
7-1 and 6-2 victories over Northeastern
University this weekend.
"They are a great team," Northeastern
Coach Ben Smith said. "They simply over-
powered us."
Kariya, who should become the first
freshman ever to win the Hobey Baker Award
as college hockey's top player, added two
more records to his rapidly expanding col-
lection after a three-goal, two-assist week-
end.
The native of No. Vancouver, B.C.,
broke the Hockey East 'words for assists
(37' and points (51) by a freshman in league
play, both of which were set by former B.C.
star Ken Hodge during the 1984-85 season.
See HOCKEY on page 18
University of Maine junior grinder Chuck Texeira, shown here carrying the puck in the Blue/White game earlier this
season, scored his first career goal Friday in the Black Bears' 7-1 win over Northeastern. (Lachowski photo.)
• UMaine men's basketball
UMaine loses to BU, falls below .500
BOSTON (AP) —
Dave Wallace scored a
game-high 22 points to
lead Boston University to
an 82-73 win over the
University of Maine in a
North Atlantic Conference matchup Satur-
day.
BU took a 29-27 lead into halftime when
Wallace hit a pair of free throws with three
seconds remaining. The Terriers maintained
the lead throughout the entire second half.
Whenever UMaine threatened to close
the gap, BU responded with a well-timed
field goal. Danny Delgardo answered a Jeff
St. Laurent 3-pointer with one of his own,
giving the Terriers a 40-34 edge with 14:30
left to play.
Deonte Hursey's short jumper with 11:53
left again brought the Black Bears to within
three, but Delgardo answered with another
trifecta and was fouled on the shot. After
Delgardo hit the free throw, the Terriers led
49-42.
Delgardo's fourth three-pointer of the
game gave the Terriers their biggest lead,
UMAINE (9-10) - Arena 2-3-7; Hur-
sey 1-1-3; Marseille 7-2-16; St. Laurent
5-0-14; Bouchard 7-3-17; Hillman 1-0-
2; Jones 4-1-9;1 errell 0-0-0; Kearson 2-
0-5; Hunt 0-0-0; Elder 0-0-0; Collins 0-
0-0; Totals 29-10-73.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY (6-15) -
Bailey 3-2-8; Wallace 5-11-22; Rosu-
Myles 1-0-2; Stiff 4-4-12; Storm 3-3-
10; Harris 0-0-0; Westefield 3-4-10;
Delgardo 5-4-18; Hayes 0-0-0; Price 0-
0-0; Totals 24-28-82.
Halftime: BU, 29-27
lime-point goals: UMaine, St. Lau-
rent 4, Kearson; BU, Delgardo 4, Wal-
lace, Storm.
69-55.
"He (Delgardo) broke our backs," Uni-
versity of Maine Coach Rudy Keeling said.
"He made every big shot they had to make.
He deserves a lot of credit."
But UMaine answered with a 12-2 run in
just 1:17, and St. Laurent's 3-point field
goal brought UMaine within four.
BU then hit nine of 10 free throw at-
tempts to seal the win.
The Terriers improved their record to 6-
15 overall, 3-6 in conference play, and have
won four of their last five games. UMaine is
struggling at 9-10 and 4-5 in the conference.
"It's slowly slipping away," Keeling said.
"Maybe we got too much hype in the begin-
ning of the year. I know we're better than
we've been playing lately. We've got to get
it turned around."
BU's Wallace said only one victory than
one over UMaine could be sweeter for the
Terriers.
"A win that would put us in the NCAA
tournament could be sweeter," Wallace said.
'But (UMaine) has stuck it to us the last
couple of years, so this one felt good."
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Hockey stops Northeastern from page 17
Kariya now has 72 total points on the year
and has scored in all 26 games he has ap-
peared in.
"I've said it before, and I'll say it again,"
Smith said. "It would be a crime if that kid
doesn't win the Hobey."
But it was the Black Bears' dynamic
goaltending duo of Dunham and Snow that
allowed UMaine to win by relatively lopsid-
ed margins.
Dunham made 31 saves Friday, several
times stuffing the Huskies from point-blank
range.
"We rode a very strong goaltending per-
formance tonight," University of Maine
Coach Shawn Walsh said after Friday's
game. "Mike was outstanding."
If Dunham' s effort was outstanding. then
there aren't enough adjectives in Roget's
Thesaurus to describe Snow's performance
Saturday.
The senior netminder overcame sluggish
play by his own defense and posted an as-
tounding 52 saves in UMaine's 6-2 victory.
"The guy was like a wall," Northeastern
winger Dino Grossi said. "With that pair of
goalies they (UMaine) have mixed with that
great offense, it's no wonder that they are
unbeaten."
And there was no doubt that they would
remain unbeaten as Friday's game unfolded.
Behind Dunham's gymnastics on ice and
first period goals by Peter Ferraro (No. 11)
and Jim Montgomery (No. 16), UMaine was
up 2-0 at the first intermission.
A Justin Tomberlin tally, his ninth of the
season, made it 3-0 at the end of two, setting
the stage for some third period excitement.
Junior Chuck Texeira, a little-used bruiser
filling in for injured UMaine forwards Eric
Fenton and Kent Salfi, scored his first goal
of his career 3:16 into the period.
Apparently, the humiliation of giving up
a third-year player's first-evcr goal was too
much for the Huskies to handle, because
Northeastern got rough soon thereafter.
All in all, the Huskies picked up 11
penalties in the third period, enabling
UMaine's Mike Latendresse and Pat Tardif
to notch powerplay goals around a score by
Northeastern's Darryl MacNair.
Suddenly, the score was 6-1, UMaine,
and the only suspense remaining was whether
or not Kariya would score a point and keep
his streak alive.
With 3:40 left in the contest, he an-
swered with a resounding "yes," taking a
pass from Chris Ferraro and breaking in on
overmatched Northeastern netminder Mike
Veisor.
"When I saw it was Kariya with the puck,
I figured they should chalk one up on the
scoreboard," Smith said.
They did, 7-1, UMaine. and the streak
lived on.
Saturday, Kariya didn't wait long to in-
crease his mark to 26 games in a row with a
least a point, scoring his 20th goal of the year
just 1:14 into the contest.
In fact, the fab frosh picked up a point on
each of the Black Bears' first three scores as
UMaine built a 3-0 lead in the first 4:10 of
the game.
Kariya assisted on Face in the Crowd Cal
Ingraham's nation-leading 34th goal of the
season 3:34 into the game, then added an-
other one of his own 36 seconds later.
Northeastern's Sebastien LaPlante an-
swered with a score of his own 6:37 into the
period, but Tardirs 17th tally of the cam-
paign with 2:22 left in the first built UMaine's
lead back to three at 4-1.
Black Bear captain Jim Montgomery
added his 17th goal in the second period, and
despite a Northeastern attack that got 41
shots on Snow in the last two periods, only
a shot by the Huskies Tom O'Connor got by
him.
"Snow was just unbelievable," said
Smith. "He makes it look easy."
UMaine's Peter Ferraro picked up a late
goal, his 12th, for the final 6-2 margin.
• UMaine track
Black Bears' Carter continues all-around brilliance
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
Kirk Carter continued to shine for the
University of Maine men's track team,
while the Black Bear women's squad used
team depth to win their respective meets
over the weekend.
The men scored 148 points en route to
winning the Eastern championships. They
defeated Southern Connecticut State (130),
UMass-Lowell (101), Bentley College
(68), University of New Hamphsire (59),
Springfield College (43), and Holy Cross
(38) Saturday in Orono.
The women, hosting the Maine Associ-
ation of Intercollegiate Athletics for Wom-
en meet Friday, scored 64 points to beat
Bowdoin (58.5), Colby (46.5), and Bates
(15).
Carter continued an outstanding sea-
son by winning the 200m dash (22.61
seconds), finished second in the triple
jump (44' 11") and added third place fin-
ishes in the long jump (22' 3 1/2") and 60-
yard dash (6.65 seconds).
Jeff Young also contributed first place
finishes in the 1000 yard (2:15.2) and the
distance medley (teaming with Chris Ri-
chardson, Paul O'Neill and Sean Tynan in
10:35.52).
Tony Dicentes placed first in the shot
put (46 6 1/2") and Larry Ryan finished
first in the triple jump (44' 11 3/4").
Other strong performances for UMaine
included the 35 lb. weight throw, where
three Black Bears scored. Greg Stewart
finished second with a throw of 48', Rob-
See TRACK on page 20
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Dionne nets career-high 20, but UMaine can't beat BU
By John Black
Sports Writer
It was a tale of two
halves for the University
of Maine women's bas-
ketball team Saturday af-
ternoon.
After scoring just 16
points in the first half, the Black Bears
rebounded to outscore Boston Univerr Ity by
a 41-32 margin in the secPnd, but it wasn't
enough, as the Terriers held on for the 64-57
victory.
Both teams got off to sluggish starts
before the Terriers (9-11 overall and 3-6 in
the North Atlantic Conference) went on a
14-4 run, jumping out to a 22-8 lead. Jill
Sosnak and Fannya Manchak combined to
score nine points during the spurt.
Sosnak finished the first half with 11
points as the Terriers shot 50 percent from
the floor on the way to grabbing a 32-16
halftime lead.
The Black Bears (4-16, 2-7) shot 21
percent from the floor in the half.
UMaine's Steph Guidi was in foul trou-
ble early, collecting her third foul with 12:48
remaining, forcing Palombo to sit her for the
remainder of the half.
"I thought that was the most lethargic
I've seen us in the first half," said UMaine
Coach Joanne Palombo of the Black Bears
first half effort. "I think we got good solid
shots in the first half and then we didn't play
defense on the other end."
UMaine came out strong in the second
half outscoring the the Terriek s 16-5 over the
first 6:11.
Seana Dionne keyed the rally scoring
eight of her career-high 20 points.
"Seana was the one person I could point
to even in the first half that was really trying
to do some things and look at the basket,"
Palombo said. "I'm very proud of her effort
and performance."
Chrissy Strong's jumper with 2:07 to
play, cutting the Terrier lead to 57-52, was
as close as the Black Bears would get.
The Terriers iced the game, hitting seven
of ten free throws after the Strong basket.
Sosnak led the Terriers with 20 points
while Annemarie Olson added 15.
The Terriers held Heather Briggs scoreless
until the 12:18 mark of the second half. Briggs
finished with 11 points and 14 rebounds.
Chrissy Strong was also in double fig-
ures for the Black Bears with 10 points.
• MLB
When Ryan hangs 'em up,
an era will come to an end
By Arnie Stapleton
AP Sports Writer
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — How
many times will Nolan Ryan amaze us this
year?
It's only February and he's already start-
ed. Entering uncharted territory — a record
27th season in the major leagues — Ryan
walked into the Texas Rangers offices Thurs-
day and announced this year would be his
last.
And just like that, Troy Ailunan was old
news.
The word flashed across the country like
one of Ryan's crackling fastballs. This is it.
One last summer. One last chance to haul the
family and the kid in all of us to the ballpark
and see the legend pitch again. It's like
watching Astaire dance or Picasso paint.
What is Ryan now, 46? And we thought
he'd go on forever.
Suddenly, baseball fans everywhere feel
a little older themselves.
Ryan smoked the radar guns at 95 mph in
his final appearance last season. So why
now? There's a new ballpark next year, and
a Ryan Expressway to take fans there.
"You don't want to stay too long,"
Ryan said. "I'd rather be premature than a
little late on that decision. I hope at the end
of this year I'll feel like I could have come
back and maybe squeezed one more year out
of it."
Twenty-seven years and he's talking
about letting go before he's washed up. Who
else but Ryan?
He's been amazing the masses as long as
he's been baffling batters. Was there ever a
bigger sigh of relief from American League
See RYAN on page 20
LAST CHANCE
FOR ANY MAJOR...
...TO EARN UP TO $6,215 FOR COLLEGE
...TO GET A JOB WHERE YOU EARN $40,000
IN JUST FOUR YEARS
...TO DEFER STUDENT LOANS UP TO
THREE YEARS AFTER GRADUATION
Where you ask?
Air Force ROTC's Two Year Program
Call 581-1384 for Details.
Offer Ends February 26th
UMaine first-year standout Stephanie Guidi. (Kiesow photo.)
The Maine O E—
r1 OitaCampus ""
Reprints
NEW POLICIES
Beginning Jan. 1, 1993 The Maine Campus will only
reprint, for sale, photographs which have previously
appeared in The Campus.
To order a reprint of a photo which has appeared in
The Campus please come to the basement of Lord Hall
and fill out a reprint order form.
Be sure to include the size of the reprint you would
like as well as when and what page. the photo
appeared. A copy of the original page the photo was
on may speed up processing
of your order.
Prices for reprints are the same as last semester:
4x5 - $5.00
5x7 - $7.50
8x10 - $10
Call 581-3059 or visit The Campus for more information.
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Track
from page 18
ert Lucas finished fourth with a throw of44' 8 1/2", and John Schaefer finished
fifth with a throw 42' 11 3/4".
Charla Harrie topped the women's ef-fort with three wins of her own, placing
first in the 400 m dash (59.63 seconds);
1000 yard (2:45.86); and teamed with
Karen McCleish, Kerry Brothers and Jill
Hindley with the first place 4 x MI relay
squad (10:00.08).
Iiindley also teamed with Harrie, Sara
Coulter and Shannon Burleigh to capture
the 4 x 400m relay with a time of 4:09.4,
while also placing second in the 800m
with a time of 2:20.32.
Kerry Brothers won the 800m (2:20)
and finished second in the mile (5:13.47),
Karen Compton (41' 2") and Kristina Edge-
comb (39 5 3/4") finished one-two in the
shot put, and Dawn Goss (5' l" in the highjump) and Kim Doucette (7.51 secorvis in
the 55 m dash) also contributed for
UMaine.
Both teams travel to Boston University
Saturday for the North Atlantic Confer-
ence Championships.
Ryan from page 19
hitters than when they heard Ryan had final-
ly decided to retire?
Ryan said he made the decision because
he could no longer attend to his family while
juggling his physical preparation and his
various business interests.
"I haven't had any time for myseif in
years," Ryan said. "The fact is my children
are getting to the point where they're going
to be leaving home shortly, and I'm not
going to get the opportunity with my sched-
ule the way it is to do a lot of things with
them. I felt like with the family situation and
also my physical situation, this should be
my last year."
Fair enough. Red Murff, the scout whodiscovered Ryan throwing wild heaters in high
school, once took Ruth Ryan aside to inform
her, as he put it, that her husband didn't belong
to her or their hometown of Alvin or even toTexas, for that matter, but to the world.
And he was right. For 27 years. ComeSeptember, though, it'll be time to return
Ryan to his family.
But the memories and milestones are
for keeps.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.
help wanted
$.200-S500 WEEKLY-Assemble prod-
ucts at home. Easy! No selling You're
paid direct. Fully Guaranteed, FREE in-
formation-24 hour hotline. Call 801-
379-2900 Copyright # ME013650
Counselors/Support Staff-Boys camp
in Mass. Top salary, Rm/Bd/Laundry.
Have skill in one of the following activi-
ties: Archery, baseball, basketball, drama,
drums, fencing, football, golf, guitar,
hockey, lacrosse, photography, piano,
rocketry, rollerblading, ropes, sailing, ten-
nis, track, waterski, weights, wood. Sup-
port staff jobs include: Cooks, bus driv-
ers, nurses and secretaries. Call or write:
Camp Winadu, 5 Glen Lane,
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 (914)-381-
5983. Recruiter will be on campus Feb.
23 from 10-3 downstairs in the Student
Union. Stop by for informal interview.
Wanted: Phonathon associates--Must
be available-Sun., Mor., & Wed. eve-
nings 6-9:30pm.Tele- marketing expe-
rience helpful, not necessary, respon-
sible persons only. Applications at
Crossland Alumi Center Workstudy and
non-A\ r•i(study
Summer Jobs With Upward Bound &
Upward Bound Regional Math-
Science Center
Work with high school students on the
UMaine campus. We need Language
Arts teachers, Math, Career Information
& Development teacher, Computer Sci-
ence teachers, Workshop Coordinator,
Work Experience Coordinators, Camp-
ing Trip Coordinators, Biology/Life Sci-
ence, Chemistry, Tutor Counselors, Phys-
ics, a Nurse, Counselor in Residence,
Residential Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially 1-,lpful
Excellent professional experience. Room
and board available for some positions.
Details/application: Upward bound &
UB Regional Math-Science Center; 316
Chadbourne Hall; UMaine; 581-2522.
Interested in working on MDI with
kids this summer? Call Harbor House at
244-3713. Experience needed.
Wanted: Tutor foi- high school day, 2
hours/day, 3 days/week, $4/HOUR. Call
941-2094
Alaska Summer Employment-fisher-
ies. Earn 5600+/week in canneries or
54,000+/month on fishing boats Free
transportation! Room & board! Male or
female. For employment program call
206-545  -4155 ext. A5067
Lost: Analytical Geometry + Calculus
book. Lost in Stewart Commons. If found
call Sharon at x7381.
Lost: Black bra size 36 DDD in field
house. If found contact Aimee at 866-
7106.
Lost: Gold rope bracelet, lost Wed. Feb.
10 in Little Hall. If found, call 866-3015.
Lost: Gold heart pendant w/ inscrip-
tion-"Happy Anniversary Babi Zee" on
campus. If found, call Sharon at x8634
Lost: A keychain of a pewter cat on a
chair. Lost Sat. 2/6 between Cumberland
Hall and Hilltop Market. Call x8071
Lost: Texas Instruments calculator, gray
and in a hard case, possibly in 132
Barrows. If found contact Jeff at 827-
7448.
Lost: Set of 2 university keys. Lost near
DTAV. $10 reward. Call Melissa at 581-
7151
Found: Single double-sided car key from
a Ford car. In Jenness parking lot, Sun 2/.
7. Call x8122. 
Found: Pink framed glasses found in N.
Stevens bathroom. Stop by the Maine
Campus or call x1273 for more info.
Found: Blue mittens in Library Wed.
night. Call x7612.
Found: In the Union-A green backpack
w/ swim trunks + towel, a black back-
pack belonging to Marty Higgins, a GRE
score sheet belonging to Peter
Markiewicz, a gold bracelet, and a zillion
assorted gloves and earrings. Stop by
Info desk in the Union to claim.
Found: Pair of women's rings in Latti
Center in Memorial Gym on 2/9. Call
Professor Palmer to claim. x1879 or 866-
7717
Found: Black watchman plaid scarf at
comedy show in Damn Yankee on Sat
night. Pick up at Union Board in Union.
Found: Makeup compact, almost new,
outside of Wingate Hall. Call x1038.
Found: Presidential pin for academic
achievement at Fernald Snack Bar Call
1404 and ask for Victoria.
Found: Cream colored 1Crew jacket,
keys to a Honda in pocket. Found out-
side of Geddy's Sat night Call 866
4828 to
 claim.
Found: A silver ring w/ a brown colored
stone in center. If it's your stop by the
Maine Campus or call 581-1273.
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
stop by the Maine Campus or call 581-
1273.
Ffor sale
Banjo, Hondo with tiardsneii Lase. Like
new. $250 or best offer. 866-4587,
Andrew.
Brother word processor. Includes
manuals, spreadsheets, tutor, all disks
and spell check, $150. Call 581-6731.
9-piece Pearl Drumset, CB 700 New
Heads, double braced hardware. Need 2
sell 750.00 or B/0. Call Edster 581-
8560.
Digital Ford AM car radio. Asking $25/
B 0 Call x8836
Burton Cruise 155 Snowboard w/
bindings. Great all round board, very
agile, enjoy the snow! x6731 $100
1980 Ford Fiesta, $300. Newly in-
spected. Call 866-5976.
Tired of walking, bussing or bumming
rides? '79 Olds Cutlass, sunroof, exc.
stereo, PS/PB, $400.825-3122.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 89 Mercedes-$200,86 VW-$50; 87 Mercedes-S100;
65 Mustang-$50. Choose from thou-
sands starting $50. FREE Information-
24 hour hotline. Call 801-379-2929
Copyright # ME013610.
miscellaneous
_ 
Anxious? Unintended Pregnancy?
We'll Help Free pregnancy test. 24 hour
hotline 942-1611
Gorgeous male and female exotic danc-
ers for birthdays, special occasions +
parties. Call Exotica 947-4406.
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters sold and installed. Sony, Pio-
neer, Pyle. Soundshapers 942-7688.
Me. Council for Debate is going to
Syracuse University for a tournament
There is still space available. Call 866-
2084 for info
Karen + Mike's Earth School. Edible
medicinal plants, tracking survival skills
866-5982.
travel
Spring Break: Cancun, Nassau from$299 Organize a small group for FREE
trip Call 1(800) GET-SUN-1
Spring Break '93- Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica from only S3991 Daytona from$149! Organize a small group and travel
FREE! Call Now! New England's larg-
est Spring Break Company! lake a
Break Vacations 800-328-SAVE
apartments
Park Place Apartments. 2 BR-$500
month + util. 1 BR efficiency-4200/mo.
+ util For info 947-1678.
Old Town, lg. quiet, 2 bdrms, washer
dryer hook up. Pay own utilities. No pets.$350/mo. + sec. dep. Call 827-4113.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts. 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen, dining
area, living room, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, sewer included. Private. Only 9
mi., 15 min. from UM. Bradley. $575-
650/mo. sec. dep. 1 yr. lease. Call 866-
7798
Stillwater-83 Spring St. 5 BR 2 bath
townhouse $800/mo. Heated. Apply
now! P.I. Reality Management 942-
wanted
2-3 people to go to Cancun spring
break. Estimated cost $120 per person +
food. Call Jennifer at 866-2084.
peisonats
To the guys in Ellsworth--C nanKs for
thinking of me. I miss you!-Jill 
Frank Orr-You've impressed us with
oral feats.. .What about that hands on
experience? Nous Vaimons! Beck, Vick,
Jenn.
